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Introduction
“It’s time to part with some of my collection, I have collected quickly over eight years and now
have over 600 bears, my taste has changed.
I now have a much clearer vision of how my collection should look. I love all of my bears, but
have simply run out of room and want to cut back a large percentage, so I can re-grow it with
my current knowledge. So it’s time to call the auctioneers in, I can’t think of any safer hands to
pass them onto than my teddy friend, Daniel Agnew of Special Auction Services, to send them
all to their new homes.
I think it would be great fun and I will enjoy seeing my beloved bears finding new owners.”
“I first started collecting teddy bears because my daughter-in-law bought me a teddy bear and
the Teddy Bear Encyclopaedia for a milestone birthday, which sparked an interest and I started
looking at antique bears online. After that things got slightly out of hand!”
The private museum displayed in a 16th century barn in Buckinghamshire is like walking into a
time warp! From antique bears involved in country cottage industries of spinning and weaving
together with village blacksmiths, wheelwrights and teddy bear factories through a complete
range to artist bears at the circus! A surprise every time you go!
Hilary Pauley, over the last 45 years, has created an educational business, overseeing three
highly regarded schools.
Now retired as a Headmistress, as CEO of the family company, she devotes much of her time to
family and teddy bears!
SAS and Hilary would like to thank our friend Eric Petit for his help with the French teddy bears.
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Grandma’s Teddy Bear Musuem
Order of Sale
Terrys Teddy Bears - Lot 1 to 9
Cramer, Jopi and Mortiz Pappe - Lot 10 to 24
Irish and miscellaneous - Lot 25 to 38
Omega, Harwin and Teddy Toy Company - Lot 39 to
62

Artist teddy bears & modern manufacturers -Lot 198
to 210
Strunz Teddy Bears - Lot 211 to 223
English Teddy Bears - Lot 224 to 238
Bing Teddy Bears - Lot 239 to 258

Merrythought Teddy Bears - Lot 63 to 74

Dean’s Rag Book Co - Lot 259 to 269

Chiltern Teddy Bears - Lot 75 to 89

German Teddy Bears - Lot 270 to 295

French Teddy Bears - Lot 90 to 123

Chad Valley Teddy Bears - Lot 296 to 327

Farnell Teddy Bears - Lot 124 to 150

Steiff Teddy Bears - Lot 328 to 346

American Teddy Bears - Lot151 to 182
Accessories - Lot 183 - 189
Schuco Teddy Bears - Lot 190 to 197

Buyer’s Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price
Buyer’s Premium with the-saleroom.com Premium: 25% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 30% of the Hammer Price
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Terry’s Teddy Bears

1.
Jolyon, a Terrys-type teddy bear,
circa 1915, with blonde mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with brown painted backs,
pronounced upturned clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth, webbed hand claws
and feet claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
with brown cloth pads, possibly cork stuffed,
inoperative growler, wool coat with Special
Service 1918 pin and patriotic ribbon and scarf
--19in. (48.5cm.) high, (slight wear)
£300-400

2.
Scrumptious, an early British teddy
bear, 1920s, with blonde mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with brown painted backs,
pronounced clipped muzzle, replaced black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with cloth pads and feet claws,
inoperative growler and cotton lace trimmed
collar -- 18in. (46cm.) high, (hand pads
replaced, slight thinning and darning to feet
pads)
£100-150
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3.
Tallulah, a Terrys-type teddy bear,
circa 1915, with blonde mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with brown painted backs,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth, webbed hand claws and feet
claws, swivel head, rounded hump, jointed
limbs, inoperative growler, probably cork
stuffed, cotton dress and purple beads --21in.
(53.5cm.) high, (pads replaced, bald ankles,
some general wear and thinning)
£200-300

4.
Bradshaw, a Terrys-type teddy
bear, 1920s, with blonde mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with brown painted backs,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs, hump and inoperative growler --13½in.
(34.5cm.) high, (three pads replaced, probably
part restuffed, bald spots and general wear)
£150-200

5.
Tallulah Trott, a Terrys teddy bear,
circa 1915, with golden mohair, clear and
black oily glass eyes with brown painted
backs, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with cloth pads, hump and party
dress --17in. (43.5cm.) high, (some balding to
face and body, three pads replaced, general
wear)
£150-200
6.
Cedric, a British Terrys-type teddy
bear, 1910s-1920s, with golden mohair, clear
and black glass eyes with brown painted
backs, pronounced clipped muzzle, swivel
head, jointed limbs with cloth pads, hump,
inoperative growler and knitted outfit --10in.
(25.5cm.) high, (replaced ears, black stitching
and foot pad, bald body, general wear and
thinning) - this bear has a Chad Valley Grunter
voice box with an interesting label which can
be viewed on the museum website
£60-80

7.
Cuthbert, a Terrys teddy bear, circa
1920, with blonde mohair, clear and black oily
glass eyes with large iris and brown painted
backs, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, large
ears, jointed limbs with cloth pads and carded
feet, hump and inoperative growler --21½in.
(54.5cm.) high, (a few small bald spots, slight
general thinning, three repaired pads)
£500-800
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

8.
Spam, a large British teddy bear,
1920s, with blonde mohair, clear and black
oily glass eyes with remains of brown painted
backs, pronounced clipped muzzle, large
wide apart ears, black stitched mouth, nose
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs, hump
and inoperative growler --27½in. (70cm.)
high, (missing right arm, right leg loose,
some balding, general wear and thinning) purchased from Special Auction Services in
December 2015, lot 469
£100-150

11.
Baron Cramer, a German teddy bear,
1920s, with light golden mohair, clear and
black glass eyes, remains of brown painted
backs, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, seam down
back of leg, rounded hump and inoperative
growler, possibly Cramer --20½in. (52cm.)
high, (general wear and thinning, some repairs
to pads)
£300-400

9.
Terence, a Terrys-type teddy bear,
circa 1920, with golden mohair, clear and
black oily glass eyes, pronounced clipped
muzzle, remains of black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs,
large hump and inoperative growler --20in.
(50.5cm.) high, (large patches to muzzle,
three pads replaced, one pad part replaced,
ears set too low on head, wear to arms and
some general wear) - purchased from Special
Auction Services in November 2018, lot 308
£200-300

12.
Leo, an Eduard Cramer teddy
bear, 1920s, with bright golden mohair,
clear and black glass eyes with brown backs,
pronounced muzzle, restitched brown nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with remains of felt pads, rounded
hump, inoperative growler and brown velvet
jacket --19½in. (49.5cm.) high, (pads mainly
replaced, some balding, darns holes around
muzzle and general wear)
£60-80

15.
Miss Pinky, a rare Moritz Pappe pink
mohair musical teddy bear, 1920s, with long
curly mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and close set claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads and pressureoperated musical mechanism --12½in. (32cm.)
high, (very slight wear, fading and discoloured,
small holes to pads)
£400-600

Cramer, Jopi & Mortiz Pappe
10.
Jacquard, an Eduard Cramer teddy
bear, 1920s, with light golden mohair, clear
and black glass eyes with brown painted
backs, brown stitched nose and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with felt pads, round
hump, inoperative growler and recent sailor’s
suit --17¾in. (45cm.) high, (small hole muzzle,
discolouration to tip of muzzle, general wear
and thinning, repairs to hand pads and holes
to feet pads)
£100-150
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14.
Lofty, an Eduard Cramer teddy bear,
1920s, with pink mohair now faded to white,
clear and black glass eyes with brown backs,
pronounced muzzle, brown stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
with felt pads, rounded hump and inoperative
growler --20in. (51cm.) high, (some general
wear and thinning, balding along backs of
legs, repaired hand pad and other pads with
slight damage)
£200-300

16
13.
Sunny, a German teddy bear, 1920s,
probably Cramer with bright golden mohair,
clear and black glass eyes with remains of
brown painted backs, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with felt pads, hump,
inoperative growler and leather collar with
three large bronze bells --23in. (58.5cm.) high,
(a few small bald spots, general wear and
thinning, faded forehead and slight damage to
pads)
£200-300
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16.
Herr Jungen, a German teddy bear,
1930s, possibly Jopi with golden mohair,
clear and black glass eyes with brown backs,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and three claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads, rounded hump and
growler --16in. (40.5cm.) high, (some thinning
and general wear, black stitching probably
replaced)
£150-200

19.
Mr Glow, a German teddy bear,
1930s, with bright golden mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs remains of felt pads and
growler --20in. (50.5cm.) high, (general wear
and thinning, slight fraying to muzzle, pads
recovered, the feet recovering damaged)
£70-100

22.
Bear Cub, a rare Moritz Pappe teddy
bear cub, 1930s, with cream wool plush,
clear and black glass eyes with remains of
brown painted backs, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
close set claws, red felt tongue, swivel head,
jointed limbs with velvet feet and inoperative
squeaker 6½in. (16.5cm.) high, (slight general
wear)
£200-300
17.
Little Job, a Jopi teddy bear, 1930s,
with cinnamon mohair, clear and black glass
eyes with brown backs, pronounced muzzle
with black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads and
inoperative squeaker --11½in. (29cm.) high,
(some general wear and thinning)
£100-150

20.
Squeeze, a German musical teddy
bear, 1930s, with light golden mohair, clear
and black glass eyes with remains of brown
painted backs, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with unusual cloth pads
and pressure operated musical mechanism
17in. (43cm.) high, (one hand pad recovered,
other with repair and slight damage to feet
pads, small bald area going to a hole in back of
leg, slight general wear and fading)
£300-400

23.
Mr P, a Helvetic musical teddy
bear, 1920s, with long white mohair, clear
and black glass eyes with remains of brown
painted backs, pronounced clipped up-turned
muzzle with brown batwing stitched nose,
swivel head, jointed limbs with velvet pads
and pressure operated musical mechanism
12in. (30.5cm.) high,
£400-500
18.
Bruno, a Jopi teddy bear, 1930s,
with pale golden mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with brown backs, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and three
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt
pads, hump and inoperative growler --21in.
(53.5cm.) high, (pads replaced, thinning and
wear, heavily thinning on left back and back of
left arm)
£150-200
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21.
Blue Beate, a rare Moritz Pappe
blue mohair musical teddy bear, 1920s, with
clear and black glass eyes with brown backs,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and close set claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads and pressureoperated musical mechanism --14in. (35.5cm.)
high, (faded, thinning to forehead, one hand
pad replaced, slight holes to feet pads and a
few nose stitches replaced)
£400-500
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24.
Harley Quinn, a clown teddy bear,
1920s, with brown tipped golden mohair,
clear and black glass eyes with remains of
brown painted backs, pronounced muzzle
with black stitched nose and mouth, fixed
neck, jointed arms, hinged legs, green and
orange mohair body with remains of pompoms and brown felt shoes --10½in. (26.5cm.)
high, (some fading, tipping faded, some
general wear and two small holes in shoes)
£200-300

30.
Larry, a Joy Toys (Australia) teddy
bear, 1940s, with beige mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle
with black stitched nose and mouth, swivel
head, jointed limbs with painted cloth pads,
inoperative squeaker and green and white
woven label --17in. (43cm.) high, (some
general wear and thinning, hole in tip of left
hand pad and repair to left foot pad)
£100-150

Irish & Miscellaneous
27.
Chatty, a fine Tara Toys Speaking
teddy bear, 1950s, with golden mohair,
orange and black plastic eyes, pronounced
muzzle with lever operated opening mouth
mechanism with felt lining, black stitched
nose, swivel head, jointed limbs with brown
flocked pads, original red ribbon and two card
tags --15½in. (39.5cm.) high,
£150-200

25.
Smokey, a fine Pedigree teddy bear,
1960s, with beige synthetic plush, orange and
black plastic eyes, pronounced muzzle with
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with white Dralon pads, growler,
label in neck seam, original yellow ribbon,
gold foiled and black card swing tag, in original
box with cellophane window --19in. (48cm.)
high, (box a little crumpled)
£150-200
26.
Greta, a Pedigree teddy bear, 1950s,
with golden mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
limbs with velvet pads, rounded hump and
Made in England label in hump seam --16½in.
(42cm.) high, (slight thinning and wear)
£40-60

31.
Major Tom, a 1940s teddy bear,
with golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes,
pronounced muzzle with black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
with brown painted cloth pads, slight hump,
growler and baby’s hooded cardigan --21½in.
(54.5cm.) high, (some balding around feet,
general wear and thinning)
£60-80
32.
Little Boy Blue, a Blue Ribbon
Playthings musical teddy bear, 1960s, with
synthetic plush, orange and black plastic eyes,
black felt nose, integral blue cloth trousers
with braces, a yellow felt hat, hand cranked
musical mechanism in back and card swing tag
--10½in. (26.5cm.) high,
£40-60

28.
Loop the Hoop, an Alps (Japan)
clockwork Whirling Bear, 1950s, with grey
synthetic head and arms, in original box with
key --8in. (20.5cm.) high, (box lid corners split)
£50-80
29.
Confucius, a1930s teddy bear, with
golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes
with remains of brown back, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs and growler --20in.
(51cm.) high, (pads replaced, slight general
wear)
£70-100
30

33.
Talkie Teddy, a Blue Ribbon
Playthings talking teddy bear, 1960s, with
bright golden mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, black felt nose, unjointed, pressureoperated mechanism to open mouth and card
triangular tag --11in. (28cm.) high, (creasing to
tag)
£50-80
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34.
Hunny, a Hunter Toys teddy bear,
1940s, with golden wool plush, orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with brown cloth pads and
printed label in front seam ‘Hunter Toys British
Made’ --16in. (40.5cm.) high, (balding to body,
other bald patches and wear, face stitching
probably replaced)
£50-80
35.
Squat, a post-war teddy bear,
probably Hamiro with blonde mohair, clear
and black glass eyes, short mohair muzzle and
pads, swivel head and jointed limbs --14in.
(35.5cm.) high, (one eye broken and some
general wear)
£30-40

36.
Acton Golden Boy, an interesting
Acton Toycraft Ltd teddy bear, 1950s, with
golden mohair, orange and black plastic eyes,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with
suedette pads, rounded hump, squeaker,
original ribbon and rare square card tag --19in.
(48cm.) high,
£150-200
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37.
Honey, a Honey bear teddy bear,
1950s, with blonde mohair, orange and black
plastic eyes, black stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs with oil-cloth pads
and ‘Honey Bear’ cloth label applied to right
foot pad --12in. (30.5cm.) high, (bald spots,
general wear, thinning and fading)
£50-80

Omega, Harwin & Teddy Toy Company

40.
Snoopy, a British teddy bear, 1920s,
possibly Teddy Toy Company with golden
mohair, clear and black glass eyes with brown
painted backs, pronounced upturned clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with card lined feet,
slight hump, soft stuffed, inoperative growler
and cream knitted jumper --16in. (40.5cm.)
high, (a few small bald spots, pads recovered,
some general wear and thinning, head and
front could do with a light clean)
£80-120

38.
Teddy Baby, a synthetic plush teddy
baby, 1950s, possibly Lias (Italian) with blonde
synthetic plush, clear and black glass eyes with
brown. painted backs, pronounced muzzle,
open mouth, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth
pads, inoperative growler and original plastic
collar with bell --9½in. (24cm.) high, (balding
to front and right leg,
£30-50

39.
Sam, a rare British black and
grey teddy bear, 1920s, possibly Teddy Toy
Company with an extremely unusual plush
which appears to be black cotton pile on
black backing cloth with a long silvery grey
mohair woven through it, clear and black glass
eyes with brown backs, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with ribbed cloth
pads, hump, squeaker and soft stuffing --18in.
(46cm.) high, (a few small bald spots, slight
general wear and missing some nose stitching)
£250-350

41.
Mr T T, a rare British black and
grey teddy bear, 1920s, possibly Teddy Toy
Company with an extremely unusual plush
which appears to be black cotton pile on
black backing cloth with a long silvery grey
mohair woven through it, clear and black glass
eyes with brown backs, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with ribbed
cloth pads, hump, squeaker and soft stuffing
--22½in. (57cm.) high, (balding to body and
arms, general wear and thinning)
£200-300
42.
Deiter, a British teddy bear,
1920s, possibly Teddy Toy Company with
golden mohair, replaced boot button eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with card lined feet, slight hump, soft
stuffed and inoperative growler--18½in.
(47cm.) high, (balding to body, left arm and
back of right leg, pads replaced and general
wear and thinning)
£80-100
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45.
Scruff, an early British teddy bear,
circa 1915, probably Teddy Toy Company
with light golden mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose and mouth, large cupped ears,
swivel head, jointed limbs with ribbed cloth
pads, heavily stuffed, probably with cork and
inoperative squeaker --17in. (43cm.) high, (a
few bald spots, general wear and thinning)
£150-200

43.
Muzzle, a British teddy bear, 1930s,
with pale golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
limbs with cloth pads, hump and inoperative
growler --15½in. (39.5cm.) high, (slight general
wear and thinning)
£150-200
46.
Little Fellow, a rare small Harwin
teddy bear, circa 1915, with blonde mohair,
clear and black glass eyes with brown painted
backs, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, w shaped mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs, hump and pale yellow knitted
cardigan --10in. (25.5cm.) high, (balding,
general wear and thinning and pads replaced)
£200-300

48.
Daffyd, a British United Toy
Manufacturing Co Ltd Omega teddy bear,
with golden mohair, clear and black glass
eyes with brown painted backs, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed elongated
limbs with remains of felt pads, card lined
feet, hump and inoperative growler --23½in.
(60cm.) high, (some balding to legs and right
hand, small hole in tip of muzzle, general wear
and damage to pads) - a note on a back of
a recent photograph ‘Daffyd from 1913, 85
years in 1998’. ‘My name is David, my owner
was May Lovell, Gilwern House. I travelled a
lot with her when she was only 3 years old.
My mum died 9 years ago 2002 at the age of
90 years’
£300-400

44.
Puddles, a Teddy Toy Company
teddy bear, 1930s, with golden mohair, clear
and black glass eyes with brown painted
backs, pronounced upturned muzzle, black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
limbs with cloth pads, hump, soft stuffed and
squeaker --16½in. (42cm.) high, (slight general
wear)
£250-350
45

47.
Quizzy, a rare Harwin teddy bear,
circa 1915-20, with blonde mohair, large clear
and black glass with remains of brown painted
backs, pronounced muzzle, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs, card lined feet, broad
hips, hump and growler --17½in. (44.5cm.)
high, (muzzle heavily patched and darned,
replaced black stitching, darn to back of
head, balding to face, back of head and arms,
general wear and thinning)
£100-150
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49.
Little Lord, a British United Toy
Manufacturing Co Ltd Omega teddy bear,
1920s, with rare cinnamon mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with brown painted backs,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads, card lined feet, hump
and inoperative growler --15in. (38cm.) high,
(some bald spots, general wear and thinning)
£200-300
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52.
A British United Manufacturing Co
Ltd Omega Pekinese tea-cosy, 1920s, with
blonde mohair, clear and black glass eyes with
brown painted backs, brown tipped ears and
tail, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel
head and blue lining 14in. (35.5cm.) high, (a
little balding to back and slight general wear)
£60-80

50.
Coaster, a rare British United Toy
Manufacturing Co Ltd Omega teddy bear,
circa 1915, with blonde mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with brown painted backs,
pronounced muzzle, restitched black nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt
feet pads, hump, seated on wooden seat with
metal framed coaster with wooden wheels
11½in. (29cm.) high, (some thinning and wear,
dusty and right ear loose)
£600-800

53.
Henry, a British teddy bear, 1920s,
probably Omega with blonde mohair, clear
and black glass eyes with brown painted
backs, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose with nostrils, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth pads,
hump, inoperative squeaker and cream wool
coat with embroidered collar 24in. (61cm.)
high, (small bald spot on top of head, slight
general wear and thinning)
£200-300

51.
Othello, a rare British United Toy
Manufacturing Co Ltd Omega teddy bear, with
rare frosted black mohair, clear and black glass
eyes with brown painted backs, pronounced
clipped muzzle, brown stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed elongated limbs
with felt pads, card lined feet, hump and
inoperative growler 17½in. (44.5cm.) high,
(some slight thinning and wear, a few small
bald spots, damage to pads and right ear
needs reattaching)
£300-400

56.
Thurleigh, a British United
Manufacturing Co Ltd Omega teddy bear,
1930s, with golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws going slightly onto
felt pads, swivel head, jointed limbs, hump,
inoperative squeaker and ‘Joy Fortt’ name tag
sewn onto left foot pad --12 ¼in. (31cm.) high,
(very slight thinning) - Joy is believed to have
gone to Convent high, School in Bath in the
late 1930s-1940s.
£100-150

52

54.
Lily, a British teddy bear, 1920s,
with blonde mohair, clear and black oily glass
eyes with remains of brown painted backs,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
with cloth pads and card lined feet, rounded
hump and growler --19½in. (49.5cm.) high,
(thinning to back, general wear and thinning,
a few bald spots)
£150-200
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55.
Meg, a British United Manufacturing
Co Ltd Omega teddy bear, 1930s, with golden
mohair, clear and black glass eyes with brown
painted backs, clipped muzzle, restitched
black nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
arms with felt pads and black claws going
slightly onto pads, hump and inoperative
squeaker --16in. (40.5cm.) high, (bald spot
to top of right arm, slight other wear and
thinning)
£100-150

57.
Chip, a1920s British teddy bear,
with blonde mohair, clear and black glass eyes
with light brown painted backs, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth pads,
hump, inoperative squeaker and dusty pink
velvet jacket --15½in. (39.5cm.) high, (balding,
dark spot to side of cheek, thinning and
general wear)
£80-120
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60.
Olive, a British Manufacturing Co Ltd
Omega teddy bear, 1930s, with unusual white
mohair, clear and black glass eyes with brown
painted backs, clipped muzzle, brown stitched
nose and claws, swivel head, jointed arms
with replaced pads, hump and inoperative
squeaker --15in. (38cm.) high, (stitching
probably replaced, bald spots to front, general
wear and thinning)
£100-150

58.
Mr Elphick Roots, a British United
Manufacturing Co Ltd Omega teddy bear,
circa 1920, with light golden mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with brown painted backs,
pronounced clipped muzzle, remains of black
stitched nose and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads and card lined feet, hump
and inoperative growler --16½in. (42cm.) high,
(bald spot going into two tiny holes on back of
right arm, bald spot to hip, some general wear
and slight damage to pads)
£250-350

64.
Arabella Minty, a Merrythought
turquoise artificial silk plush teddy bear,
1930s, with orange and black glass eyes,
muzzle with black stitched nose, mouth, feet
claws and webbed hand claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with pale blue felt pads, hump,
inoperative squeaker, woven label and knitted
cardigan --16in. (40.5cm.) high, (balding to
head, general wear, discoloured, missing some
nose stitching and some damage to pads)
£70-100
61.
Orville, a British Manufacturing
Co Ltd Omega teddy bear, 1930s, with
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
with felt pads, hump and growler --19½in.
(50cm.) high, (very slight thinning and wear)
£200-300

59.
Baby, a British Manufacturing Co
Ltd Omega Bush Baby, 1930s, with light brown
mohair, large clear and black glass eyes with
brown painted backs, large ears, pronounced
muzzle with black stitched nose, felt paws and
tail --9½in. (24cm.) high, (holes in backs of
hands and some general wear)
£100-150
60
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62.
Gracie, a1920-1930s teddy bear,
with blonde mohair, replaced clear and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
brown stitched nose and mouth, slotted-in
ears, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads
and inoperative growler --20in. (51cm.) high,
(balding to chest and left hand, other bald
spots, general wear and thinning, repaired
wrist and pads damaged and repaired)
£100-150

Merrythought Teddy Bears
63.
Grace, an early Merrythought
teddy bear, circa 1930, with light golden
mohair, replaced orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth, feet claws and webbed hand
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth
pads, inoperative squeaker and woven label
‘Made in England by Merrythought Ltd’ --13in.
(33cm.) high, (bald right cheek, other small
bald spots, general wear and thinning, label
dirty)
£40-60

65.
Duncan, a Merrythought teddy bear,
1930s, with golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle black
stitched nose, mouth, feet claws and webbed
hand claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
velvet pads, rounded hump and remains of
woven label on foot --26in. (66cm.) high,
(darn to muzzle, balding to tips of three limbs,
general wear and thinning, fading)
£150-200
66.
Major M, a Merrythought teddy
bear, 1930s, with golden mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth, feet claws and webbed
hand claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
cloth pads, squeaker, celluloid covered button
in ear, woven label and jacket --18in. (patch
to nose, balding to front and other spots,
repaired hole to shoulder and other wear)
£40-60
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67.
Marmaduke, a Merrythought teddy
bear, 1930s, with golden mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth, feet claws and
webbed hand claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with brushed cotton pads, slight hump,
inoperative squeaker, woven label, celluloid
covered button in ear and a babies hooded
cardigan --21in. (53.5cm.) high, (slight wear
and thinning, a little faded and discoloured)
£150-200
68.
Marmalade, a Merrythought teddy
bear, 1930s, with golden mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose and remains of mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth
pads, slight hump, inoperative squeaker, a
worn woven label on foot, celluloid covered
button in ear and dressing gown --20in.
(50.5cm.) high, (balding to body, general wear
and thinning, fraying hole in muzzle, damage
to pads and other wear)
£30-50

71.
Bingie, a Merrythought seated
Bingie Baby teddy bear, 1930s, with light
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, artsilk ear lining, swivel
head, jointed down turned arms, brown felt
pads, squeaker, woven label on inside of leg
and crocheted collar --10½in. (26.5cm.) high,
(thinning to front and some general wear)
£60-80

74.
Cheeky, a Merrythought Cheeky
teddy bear, 1960s, with blonde synthetic
plush, orange and black plastic eyes, inset
velvet muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, ears with bells, swivel head, jointed
limbs with brown felt pads and printed white
label on foot --16in. (40.5cm.) high, (repairs
and small holes to feet pads, slight general
wear)
£50-80

72.
Three unjointed 2nd World War
teddy bears, ‘Cowboy’ a British artificial silk
plush teddy bear with blue wool plush Dutch
trousers --19in. (48cm.) high, (damaged foot
and general wear); ‘Gray’ a British teddy
bear with integral navy blue suit with red
hands and feet; and ‘Oliver’ with integral red
and blue velvet suit (patches to arms);and a
modern cast-iron and wooden desk
£40-60

Chiltern Teddy Bears

69.
Matilda, a Merrythought teddy
bear, 1930s, with golden mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth, feet claws and webbed
hand claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
felt pads, hump, inoperative squeaker, woven
label, antique white cotton baby’s robe and
pink velvet cape --22½in. (57cm.) high, (end of
muzzle replaced, balding, feet pads replaced
and general wear)
£30-50
70.
Mrs M, a Merrythought teddy bear,
1930s-1950s, with golden mohair, replaced
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle, replaced black stitching, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads, inoperative
squeaker, remains of label and rayon dress
--17in. (43cm.) high, (balding, staining to body,
general wear and repaired pads); and a small
reproduction doll’s perambulator
£30-50
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73.
Punkinhead, a Merrythought
Punkinhead teddy bear, circa 1950, with
brown mohair, golden mohair front and ear
lining, remains of white mohair top knot,
clear and black glass eyes, inset pronounced
velvet muzzle and feet, black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with
felt hand pads, red felt shorts and printed
label on foot --10in. (25.5cm.) high, (bald top
knot, slight damage to feet, general wear and
thinning, some fading) - Punkinhead was the
Christmas mascot for Eaton’s Department
Store in Toronto
£200-300

75.
Stroller, a rare Chiltern Panurge
Pets polar bear, on wheels, 1920s, with
long white mohair, clear and black glass
eyes with remains of pink painted backs,
pronounced clipped muzzle, open felt mouth,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, black
felt pads, pull-cord voice, metal frame with
supporting handle, metal wheels with rubber
tyres, when pushed the bear slides backwards
and forwards on his frame and metal
‘Panurge’ plaque to front bar --28in. (71cm.)
long (hole in muzzle, patched hole in felt
mouth, some wear to back, the odd small bald
spot, one wheel loosed and general wear)
£200-300
76.
Josef, a 1930s Chiltern Hugmee
musical teddy bear, with golden mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
velvet pads, card lined feet, hump, pressureoperated musical mechanism and plaid
pyjamas --20in. (51cm.) high, (some balding to
body and face, general wear and thinning and
eyes probably replaced)
£80-100
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84.
Miss Ethel, a Chiltern-type teddy
bear, 1930s, with golden mohair, replaced
clear and black glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel
head, jointed limbs with brushed cotton
pads and card lined feet, round hump and
inoperative squeaker --17½in. (44.5cm.) high,
(balding and wear)
£30-50

77.
Ryan, a 1930s Chiltern Hugmee
teddy bear, with golden mohair, replaced
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
velvet pads and inoperative growler --22in.
(56cm.) high, (some balding to right arm,
other bald spots, muzzle discoloured, general
wear, thinning and fading)
£80-100

80.
The Three Little Pigs, three Chiltern
artificial silk plush pigs, 1950s, each with pink
head and hands, orange and black plastic
eyes, pink felt ears, nose and feet, brown
stitched nostrils and mouth, integral white top
and red trousers, felt buttons and braces, two
with side seam labels --9in. (23cm.) high, (two
in very good condition, one with slight ear and
missing braces and buttons)
£150-200

85.
Harriet, a Chiltern-type teddy bear,
1930s, with golden mohair, clear and black
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with claws, hump and growler --20½in.
(52cm.) high, (balding to forehead and legs,
general wear and thinning)
£60-80
86.
Tim, a Chiltern-type teddy bear,
1930s, with golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with cloth pads, rounded hump and
squeaker --21in. (53.5cm.) high, (bald spot
over squeak and some thinning and wear)
£80-100
87.
Egbert, a Chiltern Hugmee teddy
bear, late 1950s, with blonde mohair, orange
and black plastic eyes, black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with
velvet pads and inoperative squeaker --13½in.
(34.5cm.) high, (a few small bald spots,
general wear and thinning)
£40-60
88.
Reginald, a Chiltern Hugmee teddy
bear, late 1950s, with golden mohair, orange
and black plastic eyes, black plastic nose,
swivel head, jointed limbs with brown painted
pads, inoperative squeaker and label in side
seam --11½in. (29cm.) high,

78.
Errol, a 1920s Chiltern teddy bear,
with short blonde mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with remains of brown painted
backs, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with cotton pads, hump and
inoperative growler --24in. (61cm.) high,
(some slight thinning and wear, left foot pad
replaced and slight repairs to others)
£150-200
79.
Binker, a 1930s Chiltern teddy
bear, with golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with velvet pads and card lined
feet, hump and inoperative growler --24½in.
(62cm.) high, (large patched hole in chest,
three small patched holes in muzzle, right
hand pad replaced, repairs to two pads, slight
general wear and thinning); and a modern
perambulator (missing handle)
£150-200
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81.
Mrs Stone, a rare and excellent
Chiltern musical mother teddy bear, with
baby, with brown and golden synthetic plush,
orange and black plastic eyes, seated, velvet
feet pads, keywind mechanisms causing
the baby to be rocked whilst playing a tune,
cloth label in side seam and card chest tag, in
original plain card box with end label ‘1 Only
MUSICAL BEAR 447M’ --9½in. (24cm.) high,
£150-200
82.
Bonkers, a Chiltern Ting-a-Ling
teddy bear, 1950s, with blonde mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, shorter mohair
muzzle and tops of feet, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with velvet pads and card lined feet
and internal chimes --12in. (30.5cm.) high,
(balding, general wear and thinning, damage
to feet)
£30-40
83.
Two Chiltern Australian koala
bears, 1960s, made from kangaroo fur, one
with glass and the other with plastic eyes,
plastic noses and claws, original ribbons and
two different types of original card swing tags
--7in. (18cm.) height of tallest
£60-80

89.
Sir Bobby Bruin, a Chiltern
standing Bruin, with brown and white wool
plush, orange and black plastic eyes, black
plastic nose, stitched mouth, velvet pads,
originally musical with head from side to side
mechanism, now not working and label in side
seam --12in. (30.5cm.) high, (some thinning
and wear); and ‘Tim’, a post-war Chiltern type
teddy bear (bald)
£50-80

French Teddy Bears
90.
Etienne, a FADAP teddy bear,
1920s, with reddish brown mohair, clear and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, brown
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads, inoperative
growler, white cotton dress, lace collar,
sunbonnet and brooch with photograph of
young girl --18in. (46cm.) high, (three pads
recovered, slight general wear and fading,
sunbonnet damaged)
£150-200
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96.
Thierry, a Fadap teddy bear, circa
1938, with cinnamon mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with brown backs, muzzle with
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, chunky body, jointed arms with cloth
pads and inoperative growler --19in. (48cm.)
high, (one ear split to make two with a new
backing, some balding, general wear and
thinning, repairs to pads)
£70-100

91.
Fadduz, a rare FADAP teddy bear,
circa 1920, with short white mohair, yellow
and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle,
brown stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt pads,
hump, inoperative squeaker and rare metal
button in left ear with embossed ‘F.A (top
line) D.A.P (bottom line)’ --13in. (33cm.) high,
(balding between eyes, other small bald spots,
general wear and thinning, slight holes to
pads)
£400-600
92.
Rider, a rare FADAP coaster teddy
bear, 1952-55, with white artificial silk plush,
clear and black glass eyes with remains of
brown painted backs, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose with nostrils and mouth,
swivel head, bright pink artificial silk plush
integral jacket and hat over one ear, jointed
limbs with bent leg, original ribbon stitched
to chest, on pale blue painted frame with four
wheels with black rubber tyres, when pulled
along the bear rocks backwards and forwards
--11½in. (29.5cm.) high, (damage to pads,
dusty and matted, metal work worn and a
little surface rust)
£600-800

94.
Fabrice, a French teddy bear, 1930s,
possible FADAP with white mohair, replaced
black boot button eyes, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, chunky
body with jointed limbs with cloth pads and
inoperative growler --21½in. (54.5cm.) high,
(replaced left ear and feet pads, slight general
wear, hole in left hand pad and some black
stitching possibly replaced)
£100-150

95.
Monsieur J Les Pins, a Pintel teddy
bear, 1920s, with blonde mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with remains of brown
painted backs, muzzle with black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with cloth pads and inoperative growler
--22½in. (57cm.) high, (damage to pads,
general wear and thinning, pink colour applied
to toes, fingers, nose, eyes and inner ear,
possibly original)
£100-150

97.
William, a Fadap teddy bear,
1924-1927, with remains of white mohair,
clear, black and opaque white elliptical eyes,
pronounced muzzle with brown stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
with cloth pads, rounded hump, inoperative
growler, blue and white striped shirt and
green knitted trousers with braces --20in.
(51cm.) high, (very bald, large holes to legs,
other smaller holes and wear)
£30-50

98.
Frederick, a Fadap teddy bear,
1930s, with cinnamon mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with remains of brown painted
backs, pronounced muzzle with black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with cloth pads, inoperative growler and
waistcoat --19in. (48.5cm.) high, (two holes on
inside right leg, dark stain on left leg and arm
bald spots, general wear and thinning)
£70-100

92

93.
Monkey, a rare FADAP coaster
monkey circa 1952-55, with brown mohair,
clear and black glass eyes with brown painted
backs, white mohair chin, felt face, ears, hands
and feet, swivel head, bright pink artificial silk
plush integral jacket and felt hat on one side
of head, jointed limbs with bent leg, on pale
blue painted frame with four wheels with
black rubber tyres, when pulled along the
monkey rocks backwards and forwards --11in.
(28cm.) high, (repairs to felt hands and foot,
some general wear and fading, metal work a
little worn)
£150-200
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99.
Francois, a Pintel white artificial
silk plush teddy bear, circa 1935, with clear
and black glass eyes, blue artsilk ear lining,
muzzle with black stitched nose and mouth,
fixed neck, pin-jointed limbs and glass bead
necklace --11in. (28cm.) high, (discoloured)
£40-60
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100.
Pierre, a French pin-jointed blue
artificial silk plush teddy bear, circa 1935,
with replaced boot button eyes, muzzle with
black stitched nose and mouth, fixed neck, pin
jointed limbs with cloth pads and inoperative
growler --17in. (43cm.) high, (right are and left
leg replaced, discoloured and wear)
£30-40

104.
Coco, a two-colour cloth French
teddy bear, 1940s, with pink and brown cotton
cloth in a harlequin pattern, black boot button
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose
and mouth, fixed neck, pin and button jointed
limbs with cloth pads, inoperative growler
and recent crochet collar --16in. (41cm.) high,
(some fading and cloth coming away from
around button joints)
£50-80

107.
Biker, a Pintel clockwork teddy bear,
on scooter1930s, with rare metal button on
collar embossed ‘P F (UNIS FRANCE) 71-434’,
yellow artificial silk plush, clear and black glass
eyes, fixed neck, pink jointed limbs, riding
clockwork blue painted metal scooter with
wooden wheels --8½in. (21.5cm.) high, (slight
wear)
£200-300
108.
Pintel, a Pintel teddy bear, on
tricycle1955-60, with pale gold artificial silk
plush, orange and black plastic eyes, black
plastic nose, tongue, fixed neck, unjointed
with integral blue and white striped jumper,
white vinyl collar, on blue painted metal
tricycle with black rubber tyres and rare blue
rubber tag attached to collar ‘Je m’appelle
Pintel TSVP’ --12in. (30.5cm.) high, (some
wear and fading)
£60-80

101.
Francine, a cinnamon mohair teddy
bear, 1920s, probably French with replaced
boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle
with black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
large forward pointed cupped ears, swivel
head, jointed limbs with cloth pads, hump,
inoperative growler and white cotton dress
--21in. (53.5cm.) high, (small patch behind one
eye, some general wear and thinning, slight
damage to pads)
£80-120
102.
Misty, a 1930s teddy bear, possibly
Pintel, with golden mohair, replaced orange
and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle,
replaced black stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed elongated limbs with
brushed cotton pads, hump and inoperative
growler --16½in. (42cm.) high, (some balding
to face and other spots, general wear and
thinning)
£100-150

105.
Coco Clown, an unusual French
teddy bear, 1940s, with white wool plush,
clear and black glass eyes with pink backs,
muzzle with black velvet nose with red felt
open mouth and tongue lulling to one side,
swivel head, jointed limbs, black velvet
buttons to front, wrist and tops of feet, felt
pointed hat over left ear and tricolour ribbon
--17in. (43.5cm.) high, (small hole to back)
£100-150
106.
Arachide, an ICO orange velvet
pin-jointed French teddy bear, 1930s, with
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle with
blue stitched nose and mouth, blue velvet ear
lining, fixed neck and pin-jointed limbs --11in.
(28cm.) high, (two small holes to top of left leg
and ankle, slightly faded)
£40-60

107

103.
Fabricia (Pink Fluff), a Pintel teddy
bear, 1950s, with pinkish gold mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, muzzle with black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with short brown plush pads and
inoperative growler --17in. (43.5cm.) high,
(slight fading and wear, pad plush worn)
£60-80
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109.
Claude, a Pintel teddy bear, circa
1930, with blonde mohair, clear and black
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle with black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with brown cloth pads, hump
and inoperative growler --16in. (40.5cm.)
high, (some general wear and thinning, mouth
restitched, a few small bald spots and slight
wear to pads)
£80-120

110.
Francoise, a Pintel teddy bear, with
blonde mohair, clear and black glass eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
with cloth pads, hump, inoperative squeaker
and recent knitted romper --17in. (43cm.)
high, (very slight thinning)
£200-300
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114.
Helga, a French teddy bear, 1940s,
with brown and light brown artificial silk
plush, black boot button eyes, pronounced
muzzle with black stitched nose, swivel head,
jointed limbs with cloth feet pads and black
stitched claws, inoperative growler and muslin
dress --16½in. (42cm.) high, (wear, thinning
and fading) - it appears that someone has
applied a lipstick mouth to Helga!
£50-80
115.
Gustav, a 1930s teddy bear, possibly
French with blonde mohair, replaced black
boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with cloth pads, hump and
inoperative growler --15½in. (39.5cm.) high,
(balding, general wear and thinning, repairs to
pads)
£50-80

111.
Claude, a rare white mohair Pintel
teddy bear, 1920s, with rare metal button
on chest embossed ‘P.F. Unis France 71-434’,
black boot eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and three claws,
large forward pointing cupped ears, swivel
head, jointed limbs with cloth pads, hump and
inoperative squeaker --17½in. (44.5cm.) high,
(some thinning and general wear)
£500-800
112.
Thierry, a rare Pintel teddy bear,
1924, with rare metal button on chest
embossed ‘P.F. France’ and with two standing
hugging teddy bears, short golden mohair,
clear and black glass eyes with remains of
brown painted backs, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with dark grey felt pads,
hump and inoperative growler --24in. (61cm.)
high, (bald spot to left cheek, other minor bald
spots and slight general wear)
£500-800

113.
Comtesse Paulette, a white mohair
Pintel teddy bear, circa 1928, with dark
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle with brown stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth
pads, hump and inoperative growler --16in.
(40.5cm.) high, (bald spot to forehead and
back of head one arm twisted with pad facing
outwards and some general wear)
£100-150

116.
Jacques, a 1930s French teddy
bear, with short white mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with remains of brown backs,
pronounced muzzle with black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
with felt pads, hump, cream wool top and
navy blue cotton trousers --19½in. (49.5cm.)
high, (balding and wear, repairs to pads)
£40-60

112

113
112
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119.
Joy, a Paul Joy teddy bear, 1950s,
with pink artificial silk plush, clear and black
glass eyes with brown painted backs, muzzle
with black cloth nose, black stitched mouth
and claws, Burgundy cloth ear lining and pads,
fixed neck, jointed limbs, original Burgundy
ribbon and rare card swing tag --15in. (38cm.)
high, (slightly dusty)
£150-200

117.
Eric, a Fadap teddy bear, 1940s, with
light brown cotton/mohair mixed plush, clear
and black glass eyes with remains of brown
painted back, pronounced muzzle with black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with cloth pads and inoperative
growler --19½in. (49.5cm.) high, (very worn)
£30-50

118.
JPM, a Jouets Paris Massy teddy
bear, 1950s, with brown mohair, light pink
and dark pink glass eyes, muzzle with white
stitched nose, mouth and three claws, white
mohair ear lining and pads, fixed head, jointed
limbs, original ribbon and heart shaped card
tag --11½in. (29cm.) high, (a little faded)
£100-150

119

120.
Hilton, a Paul Joy teddy bear, 1950s,
with pale grey mohair, brown and black
striated eyes, pronounced muzzle with black
cloth nose, black stitched mouth and claws,
Burgundy velvet ear lining and pads, swivel
head, jointed limbs and inoperative growler
--13in. (33cm.) high, (damage to feet pads,
discoloured and slight general wear)
£50-80
121.
Old Pierre, a 1930s teddy bear,
with light golden mohair, replaced orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
limbs, oil-cloth pads and recent sailor’s jacket
--19½in. (49.5cm.) high, (slight wear and
fading)
£60-80

124.
Faraday, an early Farnell teddy bear,
1910-1920, with blonde mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with cloth pads and
card lined feet, slight rounded hump and
inoperative squeaker --13in. (33cm.) high,
(repairs to three pads and missing a little nose
stitching)
£300-400

122.
Claude, a 1930s teddy bear, with
bright golden mohair, clear and black glass
eyes with remains of brown painted backs,
pronounced muzzle with black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with
cloth pads and knitted scarf --21in. (53.5cm.)
high, (balding to back of left leg, general wear
and thinning)
£80-120
123.
Guillaume, a 1940s teddy bear,
with golden mohair, clear and black glass
eyes, muzzle with black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs with
oil-cloth pads --17in. (43.5cm.) high, (general
wear and thinning)
£50-80
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Farnell Teddy Bears

125.
Fidget, an early Farnell teddy bear,
1910-1920, with blonde mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth, feet claws and
webbed hand claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads and card lined feet, slight
hump, inoperative growler and well made
old red velvet coat --13½in. (34.5cm.) high,
(balding to back of left arm, other small bald
spots, ears incorrectly placed, head sewn
to body, some general wear and feet pads
damaged)
£200-300
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126.
Fabian, a 1920s British teddy bear,
with blonde mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, pronounced clipped upturned muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with felt pads and card
lined feet, rounded hump and inoperative
growler --15in. (38cm.) high, (slight general
wear)
£300-400
127.
Maelstrom, a 1920s British teddy
bear, 1920s, probably Farnell, with light
golden
mohair, large clear and black glass eyes,
pronounced muzzle, replaced black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
with cloth pads and feet claws, slight hump
and tan wool coat --18in. (46cm.) high,
(balding to body, other bald areas, hand pads
and webbed stitching replaced, eyes probably
replaced with brown paint or glue residue
behind) - this bear is from The Cotswold Teddy
Bear Museum
£100-150

128.
Pugnacious, a British teddy bear,
1920s, possibly Farnell with golden mohair,
clear and black glass eyes with brown painted
backs, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs, hump and inoperative squeaker
--11in. (28cm.) high, (feet pads replaced,
thinning to head, other thinning and general
wear)
£150-200

131.
Alexander, a British teddy bear,
1930s, with light golden mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with remains of brown
painted backs, pronounced clipped muzzle,
large black stitched nose, mouth and
remains of claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
with replaced felt pads and card lined feet,
rounded hump and inoperative growler --21in.
(53.5cm.) high, (bald areas, general wear and
thinning)
£200-300

129.
Beeley, a 1930s Farnell teddy bear,
with unusual peach wool plush, dark orange
and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle
with repairs of black stitching, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads, rounded hump
and inoperative squeaker --18in. (46cm.) high,
(damage to hand pads, a few small bald spots,
slight general wear and fading) - believed to
have originally belonged to a titled lady
£150-200

132.
Dollar, a British teddy bear, 1930s,
probably Farnell with blonde mohair, replaced
black eyes, pronounced muzzle with black
stitched nose, mouth and claws going slightly
onto pads, swivel head, jointed limbs with
felt pads, rounded hump and knitted tank
top --20½in. (52cm.) high, (balding to body
with some fraying, general wear and thinning,
hand pads replaced and slight fraying to top of
muzzle)
£150-200
130.
Snow White, a whitemohair 1930s
teddy bear, with orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced muzzle, pink stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt
pads, inoperative squeaker and ribbed white
cotton jacket with lace collar --18in. (45.5cm.)
high, (balding, general wear and thinning,
hand pads replaced)
£150-200
129
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133.
Fernley, a 1920s teddy bear, with
golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes
with remains of brown painted backs, large
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs,
slight hump and inoperative squeaker --15in.
(38cm.) high, (general wear and thinning,
right leg attached slightly wonky and pads
recovered)
£100-150

135.
Finola, a rare Alpha Farnell pink
alpaca teddy bear, 1930s, with clear and black
glass eyes with remains of brown painted
backs, pronounced muzzle, replaced black
stitched nose, black stitched claws going
slightly onto the pads, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads, slight hump, inoperative
squeaker and woven blue and white label on
foot --15in. (38cm.) high, (some bald spots,
slight general wear and fading and repairs to
pads)
£300-400

134.
Tubby, a British red mohair clown
bear, 1920, with blonde mohair head and
hands, dark orange and black glass eyes,
remains of black stitched nose, jointed arms
and soft stuffing --12½in. (31.5cm.) high,
(balding to face, some general wear and
thinning and right wrist seam restitched) the maker of this bear is unknown, but often
confused with Chad Valley’s example
£100-150

136.
Bluey, a small British blue mohair
teddy bear, 1930s-1940s, possibly Farnell
with orange and black glass eyes, slight
pronounced muzzle, replaced black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head and jointed
limbs with painted cloth pads --8¾in. (22cm.)
high, (some balding, general wear, thinning
and fading)
£80-120
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137.
Gentleman F, an Alpha Farnell
teddy bear, 1930s, with golden mohair, clear
and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle
with black stitched nose, mouth and claws
going slightly onto pads, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads, slight hump, inoperative
squeaker, woven blue and white label on
foot pad and white spotted black silk bow tie
--19in. (48.5cm.) high, (bald spot on tummy,
right cheek and back, some general wear and
thinning, three repaired pads)
£200-300

138.
Tug, an Alpha Farnell teddy bear,
1930s-1940s, with golden mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with brown painted backs,
pronounced muzzle, pink stitched nose,
mouth and claws going slightly onto pads,
swivel head, jointed limbs with painted cloth
pads, hump, inoperative squeaker and purple
velvet jacket --17½in. (44.5cm.) high, (some
bald spots, general wear and thinning)
£150-200
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143.
Toffee, an Alpha Farnell Toffee
teddy bear, 1950s, with brown mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with
remains of painted cloth pads, original red
knitted bobble hat and red and blue printed
label in arm seam --10½in. (26.5cm.) high,
(general thinning and wear, some fading) Toffee was a character from BBC children’s
radio ‘Listen with Mother’.
£60-80

139.
Farnley, a large Farnell teddy bear,
1930s-1940s, with golden mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with brown painted backs,
pronounced muzzle, restitched black nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth
pads and black claws, hump and inoperative
squeaker --27in. (68.5cm.) high, (balding to
body around left arm, thinning to arms and
body and general wear, pads lacking finish)
£200-300

141.
Rupert, a large1940s Farnell
teddy bear, with reddish brown mohair,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws going slightly onto
pads, swivel head, elongated limbs with
painted cloth pads, hump and growler --28in.
(71cm.) high, (damaged foot pads and slight
general wear and fading)
£400-600
144.
Jake, an early Farnell teddy bear,
1920s, with light golden mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with remains of brown
painted backs, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, swivel head, jointed
limbs with expertly replaced pads and black
stitching, hump and inoperative growler
--15¾in. (40cm.) high, (slight general wear and
thinning)
£300-500

140.
Farnham, a large early Farnell teddy
bear, 1920s, with blonde mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs, hump, growler and
cream wool jacket embroidered with flowers
--27in. (68.5cm.) high, (patch to top of muzzle,
other repairs to muzzle, damage to left ankle,
some balding to front, general wear and
thinning)
£300-400
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142.
Larry Brown, a 1940s Farnell brown
wool plush teddy bear, with orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
with brown painted cloth pads, slight rounded
hump and inoperative squeaker --16in.
(40.5cm.) high, (slight wear and faded to grey)
£300-400

143

145.
Ian, an Invicta teddy bear, 1940s,
with golden mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle, brown stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
with remains of painted pads and inoperative
squeaker --13½in. (34.5cm.) high, (balding and
general wear)
£20-30
146.
Fenella, an Invicta teddy bear,
1940s, with beige wool plush, clear and black
glass eyes with remains of brown painted
backs, pronounced muzzle, brown stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with cloth pads originally painted and
inoperative squeaker --18¾in. (47.5cm.) high,
(one eye cracked, slight general wear, repairs
to pads and added Alpha Farnell label)
£30-50
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American Teddy Bears

147.
Little Pixie, a Pixie Toy teddy bear,
1950s, with blue mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pink stitched nose and mouth,
white wool plush ear lining, swivel head,
jointed limbs and label in front seam --8½in.
(21.5cm.) high, (balding and general wear,
faded)
£50-80
148.
Farthing, a Pixie Toy teddy bear,
1950s, with long pink mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with remains of brown painted
backs, brown stitched nose, mouth and
claws, white wool plush ears, swivel head,
jointed limbs with remains of painted cloth
pads, inoperative squeaker and cream knitted
cardigan --13½in. (34.5cm.) high, (thinning to
body, general wear and fading)
£60-80

151.
Robinson, a rare Bruin
Manufacturing Company teddy bear, circa
1907, with apricot mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced muzzle with remains of
nose, mouth and five claws, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with felt pads, hump,
inoperative squeaker, very rare woven brown
and gold B.M.C label sewn into seam across
right foot pad and recent red sailor’s jacket
--12½in. (31.5cm.) high, (small bald spots,
general wear and thinning, fading, neck joint
needs attention and slight damage to pads)
£400-600

153.
Virgil, a rare Aetna teddy bear, circa
1906, with blonde mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
heart shaped nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with felt pads and
card lined feet, hump, inoperative squeaker
and a piece of paper attached ‘Virgil Xmas
1906’ which appears to be in an elderly hand
--12in. (30.5cm.) high, (balding to right arm,
general wear and thinning, large hole in left
hand pad and some damage to other pads)
£400-600

149.
Ol’ Blue Eyes, a Pixie Toy teddy bear,
1950s, with blue mohair, blue and black glass
eyes, pink stitched nose and mouth, white
wool plush ear lining, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads and inoperative squeaker
--12in. (30.5cm.) high, (fraying tear to
forehead, small hole in back of head, general
wear, thinning and fading)
£30-50
154.
Thornaby, an Aetna teddy bear, circa
1910, with golden mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, remains of
black stitched heart shaped nose, mouth and
remains of black claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads, hump, inoperative
squeaker and cream romper --17in. (43cm.)
high, (hole to top of muzzle, bald spots, hand
pads recovered, one foot pad replaced)
£200-300

150.
Farrant, a large Farnell teddy bear,
late 1930s, with golden mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with neatly replaced pads,
hump and growler --27in. (68.5cm.) high,
(bald spot to left toe, slight general wear and
fading)
£300-400
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152.
Honey, a rare Aetna teddy bear,
circa 1908, with blonde mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
cloth heart shaped nose, black stitched
mouth, swivel head jointed elongated limbs
with felt pads and card lined feet, hump and
inoperative squeaker --11in. (28cm.) high,
(balding around left arm on body, general
wear and thinning and missing nose stitching)
- Aetna Toy Animal Company was founded in
1901 in New York; from 1906 until 1915 they
sold the Aetna-bear, which was originally
called the Keystone-bear
£300-400

155
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155.
Baby Hec, a rare Hecla teddy bear,
circa 1907, with blonde mohair, clear and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, brown
stitched nose, mouth and five claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt
pads and skinny legs, hump and inoperative
squeaker --10 ¼in. (26cm.) high, (sparse
mohair, slight damage to pad and brown
stitching) - Hecla only produced bears for two
years, 1907-1908
£300-400
156.
Titch, a rare Hecla teddy bear, 1907,
with white mohair, clear and black glass eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, brown stitched
nose, mouth and five claws, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with felt pads, hump
and inoperative squeaker --11½in. (29cm.)
high, (slight thinning and wear and slight
damage and repair to pads)
£400-500

159.
Clinton, a 1910s-1920s teddy bear,
with golden mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, long body, jointed
limbs with felt pads, hump, inoperative
growler and belted cardigan --22in. (56cm.)
high, (repairs and damage to pads, chipped
eye, a few small bald spots and general wear)
£100-150

156

161.
Jerome, an American teddy bear,
1910s-1920s, with golden mohair, black glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle, long thin black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads and inoperative squeaker
--16in. (40.5cm.) high, (a few small bald spots,
slight general wear and hole to right hand
pad)
£100-150

157.
Ike, an Ideal teddy bear, circa 1908,
with golden mohair, black boot button eyes,
pronounced muzzle, remains of black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, triangular swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt pads
and hump --12 ¼in. (31cm.) high, (first inch
of arms replaced and hand pad replaced,
ears replaced and slight wear) - this bear was
purchased in an estate sale in Massachusetts
in 1963 by the previous owner
£100-150

158.
Prof G Nut, an early teddy bear,
1910s-1920s, with short golden mohair, black
boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs, hump, inoperative growler
and corduroy dungarees --17in. (43cm.) high,
(pads recovered, hand pads glued on, general
wear and thinning)
£100-150
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160.
Quasimodo, an American teddy
bear, circa 1910, with blonde mohair,
replaced boot button eyes, pronounced
muzzle, cloth under-nose, black stitched
mouth, swivel head, jointed elongated limbs
with felt pads and slight hump --11½in.
(29cm.) high, (replaced ear and slight general
wear)
£150-200

162.
Barrack, an interesting electric eyed
teddy bear, possibly an Electric Bright Eye
Teddy Bear by the Fast Black Skirt Co.circa
1907, with blonde mohair, replaced button
eyes, pronounced muzzle, replaced black
stitched nose, mouth and claw stitching
possibly original, swivel head, jointed limbs
with felt pads, the right hand pad with two
stitch lines probably from a label and left
hand point with electrical contact, hump
and antique black velvet waistcoat --24in.
(61cm.) high, (worn, patch to front of left
leg and heel, hole in left toe, some repairs to
pads) - see museum’s website for images of
electrically devise.
£150-200
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163.
Humpy, an early American teddy
bear, circa 1910, with golden mohair, black
boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with felt pads, large
hump, inoperative squeaker and recent
waistcoat --19in. (48cm.) high, (one ear split
to make two now backed with velvet, some
balding, general wear and damage to pads)
£200-300

164.
Klaus, an early American teddy bear,
circa 1910, with golden mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with felt pads, hump and
inoperative squeaker --11in. (28cm.) high,
(general wear and thinning, a few bald spots,
a few holes to pads and missing some nose
stitching)
£150-200

165.
Tumbling Gee, a rare Gee Tumbling
Toy teddy bear, 1910s-1920s, with golden
mohair, orange and black spiked eyes,
pronounced muzzle, brown stitched nose,
hinged legs with felt pads, the arms wind the
mechanisms up, causing the bear to tumble,
rare blue and white woven label on left arm
‘Trade Mark “GEE” TUMBLING TOYS - TURN
ARM IN DIRECTION OF ARROW’ and ‘GEE!
YOU’RE A BEAR’ pin --13in. (33cm.) high, (eyes
damaged, head faded, top of left arm needs
reattaching, slight general wear and hole in
foot pad) - Gund made a GEE range in the
1920s, but my records do not show a tumbler,
but jumping animals.
£250-350
168.
Twinkle, a rare American electriceyed teddy bear, 1910s-1920s, with pale blue
mohair, light bulb eyes, black stitched nose
and mouth with nose ring and chain, jointed
arms with felt pads, card lined feet, original
red oil-cloth collar and switch in ear --24in.
(61cm.) high, (damaged feet pads, slight wear
and fading, lights not working)
£200-300

166.
Manfred, an interesting Effenbee
teddy bear, 1915-1920, with golden mohair,
clear and black glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle, remains of cloth under-nose, swivel
head, jointed limbs with felt pads, hump,
inoperative growler, rare printed label on
wrist, shirt, corduroy trousers, knitted tank
top and ‘My Flag’ American flag pin --14½in.
(37cm.) high, (some balding, damaged pads,
general wear, missing black stitching and label
indistinct and part loose)
£150-200

169.
Stargazer, a 1920s teddy bear, with
blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced clipped upturned muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads, inoperative
growler and pink collar --20½in. Time (52cm.)
high, (some thinning and wear, hand pads
replaced, damage to feet pads)
£100-150
170

165

167.
Leccy-Eye, a rare American electriceyed teddy bear, 1910s-1920s, with golden
mohair, light bulb eyes, brown cloth undernose, black stitched mouth, jointed limbs with
felt pads, fixed head and switch in side of
body --20½in. (52cm.) high, (small bald spot
to side of face, damaged pads, slight wear and
fading)
£200-300
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170.
Zonkers, an American teddy bear,
circa 1910, with golden mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and three claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt pads
and hump --14in. (35.5cm.) high, (left foot and
right hand pad replaced, slight general wear
and small hole to chest)
£200-300

173.
Jessie, an American teddy bear, circa
1908, with blonde mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and five claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, slight hump
and inoperative squeaker --17in. (43cm.)
high, (slight general wear and thinning, slight
damage to pads)
£300-400

176.
Wilfred, an American teddy bear,
1920s, with golden mohair, black tinplate
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, slotted-in ears, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads and inoperative
growler --18in. (45.5cm.) high, (slight general
wear)
£80-120

171.
Crossland, a rare black mohair teddy
bear, 1910s-1920s, with black boot button
eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, unusual
white stitched nose, mouth and five claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with glazed ribbed
cotton pads, hump and inoperative growler
--17½in. (44.5cm.) high, (slight wear); and
photographs of a small girl with a similar
black bear from a studio in Oxford, the back
inscribed in pencil ‘C Crossland - 70 Moorgate’
£400-600

174.
Mr Burlap, an unusual dressed
teddy bear, 1910s-1920s, with brown burlap
head, hands and feet, black boot button
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with
felt feet pads, hump, integral red felt suit
with white collar, boot button buttons and
inoperative squeaker --15in. (38cm.) high,
(some fading and slight wear, small darn to
top of right arm)
£300-400
177.
George, an American white mohair
teddy bear, 1920s, with replaced orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, brown
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads, hump and inoperative
squeaker --18½in. (47cm.) high, (hole in top
of muzzle, balding and general wear, slight
damage to pads)
£80-120

172.
Fortescue, a 1920s teddy bear,
with bright golden mohair, replaced eyes,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
with felt pads, long body with small hump and
inoperative growler --16in. (40.5cm.) high,
(some bald spots, darn to heel, repairs to pads
and some black stitching replaced)
£70-100

178.
Squashy, a 1930s Knickerbocker
teddy bear, with white mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, inset short mohair muzzle,
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with velvet pads and growler
--22in. (56cm.) high, (some slight wear and
thinning, could do with a wash and brush)
£80-120

173

175.
Blanche, an American white mohair
teddy bear, 1930, orange and black glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
with felt pads and inoperative squeaker
--17½in. (44.5cm.) high, (pads bobbly); and a
photograph of a child with a very similar bear
brushing it’s fur
£150-200
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179.
Flossy, a 1930s Knickerbocker
teddy bear, with white mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, inset short mohair muzzle,
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head
and jointed limbs with velvet pads --19½in.
(49.5cm.) high, (bald spot on back with
stitched repair up the middle, thinning to left
arm and general wear)
£60-80
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Accessories

180.
Knu, a 1930s Knickerbocker teddy
bear, with golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, inset short mohair muzzle with
metal nose with nostrils, swivel head, jointed
limbs with cloth pads, inoperative squeaker
and printed label in front seam --11in. (28cm.)
high, (some slight wear and thinning)
£100-150

183.
Pryde, a carved and painted
wooden rocking horse by Robert Langley,
1999, painted dapple grey with glass eyes,
leather saddle and tack, long horse hair mane
and tail of trestle rocker with turned posts and
brass manufacturer’s plaque to base --63 ¼in.
(158cm.) long
£300-400
184.
A wooden sledge, circa 1910, with
curved front and iron runners --30in. (76cm.)
long
£20-30

188.
A home-built wooden open-topped
double deck bus, painted red, white and
black with plastic and rubber wheels --26½in.
(67cm.) long; a varnished wooden delivery
lorry and farm waggon
£40-60
189.
Items for display, a modern tricycle
--13in. (33cm.) long; a reproduction doll’s
pram; two chairs, a loom and birdcage
£30-50

185.
A Player’s cigarettes advertising
print, Daddy’s Favourite, by Sep E Scott, a
young boy holding cigarettes and teddy bear
lying to one side --20in. (51cm.) wide
£10-20
186.
A small collection of teddy bear
reference books, including Gunther Pfeiffer
100 Years Steiff Teddy Bear, Miller’s Teddy
Bear by Sue Pearson and Teddy’s World by
Mirja de Vries
£20-30

181.
Clown, an American teddy bear
clown, 1930s, with white mohair head, blue
mohair ears and one half of body, pink mohair
other half of body, clear and black glass
eyes with pink painted backs, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
slotted-in ears, swivel head, jointed limbs with
felt pads, three pom-poms and inoperative
squeaker --13½in. (34.5cm.) high, (some
thinning and wear)
£200-300
182.
Kellogg’s Goldilocks and three
bears, printed cloth two-dimensional
Goldilocks, daddy, mama and Johnny bear
--13½in. (34cm.) high, (faded and wear, daddy
with a tear and some staining)
£30-50
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Schuco Teddy Bear

187.
A burlap-stuffed horse on wheels,
circa 1910, with carved wooden muzzle
and hooves, oil-cloth saddle, replaced tack,
painted shaped wooden platform and castiron spoked metal wheels --31in. (79cm.) long
(old worm to base, wheels mismatched, a few
patched holes to side)
£50-80

190.
Shaker, a Schuco Tricky yes/no
teddy bear, 1950s, with keywind musical
mechanism, beige mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with brown backs, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
tail-operated yes/no head mechanism, jointed
arms with felt pads, down turned hands and
card lined feet --17in. (43cm.) high, (slight
wear around key, metal protruding through
hole in tail, left foot pad split, damage to two
other pads and fading)
£200-300
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193

196.
Lily Lilac, a German lilac mohair
teddy bear, 1930s, with clear and black glass
eyes with remains of brown painted backs,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs,
inoperative growler, recent floral printed
dress and pink cardigan --18in. (45.5cm.) high,
(balding, slight fraying to muzzle, general
wear, thinning and fading, pads recovered)
£70-100
197.
Katie Koala, a Schuco bigo-belo
koala, 1960s, with grey and white mohair,
clear and black glass eyes with brown painted
backs, velvet nose, wired limbs and recent
printed floral dress --11in. (28cm.) high, (slight
wear)
£30-50

191.
Dither, a 1920s Schuco yes/no teddy
bear, with bright orange mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced muzzle with black
stitched nose and mouth, tail-operated yes/
no head mechanism, jointed arms with cloth
pads and inoperative squeaker --11in. (28cm.)
high, (hole to one foot pads, some general
thinning and wear, the odd bald spot)
£150-200

Artist Teddy Bears
198.
Ushi, a Jean and Bill Ashburner artist
teddy bear, limited edition 5 of 5, eight-way
jointed with original tags --13in. (33cm.) high,
£40-60

194.
Puzzi, a Schuco bigo-belo teddy
bear, 1960s, With being mohair, white and
black plastic eyes, black plastic nose, moulded
muzzle with cheeks and smile and wired limbs
with plush pads --9½in. (24cm.) high, - with
retail tags from Teddy Bears of Witney original
from the Broadway Teddy Bear Museum sold
by Bonhams on the 1st March 1995; this
actual bear appears on page 113 of The Teddy
Bear Encyclopaedia
£40-60

199.
Ashkii, a Brigitte Smith Pawtrait
Bears artist bear, with trissavel fur, wired
skeletal frame and moulded features, 2016
22in. (56cm.) high,
£150-200

192.
Strutt, a Schuco yes/no teddy bear,
1950s, with beige mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with remains of light brown backs,
pronounced muzzle with black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, tail-operated yes/no head
mechanism jointed arms with felt pads,
down turned hands and card lined feet and
inoperative squeaker --13½in. (34.5cm.) high,
(tail missing covering, holes in pads, the odd
bald spot and some general wear)
£150-200

200.
William, a Blinko bears artist teddy
bear, by Amanda Blinko with golden mohair
and wooden tag --17in. (43cm.) high, (hand
pads damaged)
£30-50
201

193.
Beckenbauer, a Schuco bigo-belo
footballer teddy bear, 1960s, with beige
mohair, white and black plastic eyes, black
plastic nose, open felt mouth, wired limbs and
original football strip and socks --13in. (33cm.)
high, (missing boots and slight fading) - with
retail tags from Teddy Bears of Witney original
from the Broadway Teddy Bear Museum sold
by Bonhams on the 1st March 1995; this
actual bear appears on page 113 of The Teddy
Bear Encyclopaedia
£30-50
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195.
Janus, a Schuco miniature two-faced
teddy bear, 1950s, with cinnamon mohair,
metal framed jointed body with brass knob
to turn his head, one side with metal pin eyes
and stitched nose and mouth, the other side
with metal pin eyes and nose, white tinplate
outer eye and teethy smile with red plastic
protruding tongue --3½in. (9cm.) high,
£200-300
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201.
Theodore, a Vivianne Galli HMA
artist teddy bear, mohair and fully jointed
with tags --22in. (56cm.) high,
£50-80

206.
Pic-nic-bears artist creations Louis
XIII Lion and Queen Anne of Austria lioness
by Nicola Woodward, dressed in royal regalia
with tags --24in. (61cm.) to top of his crown
£500-800

202.
A Paddington Bear, by Sabine
of Just Bears, with knitted duffel coat and
suitcase --8½in. (21.5cm.) high,
£20-30

207

203.
Harrods teddy bears, a cardboard
and plastic hat box Special Edition Ten Teddies
Presentation Set of 1986 to 1995 and twentyfour yearly bears from 1996 to 2018, two 1999
(2000 with hole in hand pad, some a little
dusty)
£100-150
204.
A Steiff limited edition British
Collector’s Teddy bear, 2006, 325 of 3000, in
original box with certificate
£40-60

207.
Hermoine, a Bel Ami Bears Victorian
Cat by Diana Seifert, elaborately dressed with
parasol and lorgnettes --29in. (74cm.) height
including stand and hat
£300-500
208.
Spross, a Baby Talk Bears by Soyo
Sato, fully jointed with tags --13½in. (34cm.)
high,
£40-60
205.
A Soyo Sato Jester artist teddy bear,
balancing on blue and white mohair ball with
teddy bear headed marotte --18in. (46cm.)
high,
£150-200

209.
A Pam Howells artist teddy bear,
one of a kind, fully jointed with tags --16in.
(40.5cm.) high,
£30-50
206

210.
Bruno, by Britta Helberg artist
bear, 2016, with movable eyes and mouth,
handmade nose and teeth from fimo, leather
mouth and tongue, six way jointed including
double jointed neck and flexible arms and legs
with tag in back seam --22in. (56cm.) high,
£150-200

Strunz Teddy Bears
211.
Admiral C, a Strunz teddy bear,
circa 1910, with brown mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced muzzle, restitched
black nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs, hump and inoperative
growler --18½in. (47cm.) high, (pads replaced,
balding head and back, general wear and
thinning)
£200-300
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211

214.
Loof, an early Strunz teddy bear,
circa 1907, with pale blonde mohair, black
boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, card lined feet
and five brown stitched claws, slight hump,
inoperative growler and old green dungarees
--20in. (15cm.) high, (foot pads replaced,
patching to left hand pad and hole to right
hand pads, balding to forehead, general wear
and thinning)
£200-300

212.
Sebastian, a German teddy bear,
1910s-1920s, with blonde mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced muzzle, replaced
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs, firmly stuffed, hump and
growler --18in. (45.5cm.) high, (pads replaced,
some bald spots, general wear and thinning)
£100-150

215.
Louisa or Louie, a Strunz teddy bear,
circa 1910, with blonde mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced muzzle, remains of
black stitched nose, mouth and five claws,
swivel head, elongated limbs with card lined
feet, hump, inoperative growler, silk dress
and string of artificial pearls --19in. (48.5cm.)
high, (two patched holes to underside of nose,
heels also with small patches, slight balding,
some general wear and thinning and pads
recovered)
£150-200
213.
Earl, a Strunz teddy bear, circa 1910,
with blonde mohair, black boot button eyes,
pronounced muzzle, replaced black stitching,
swivel head, jointed elongated limbs with felt
pads, five claws and card lined feet, hump and
growler --19in. (48.5cm.) high, (some balding,
general wear and thinning, small darn to arm
and repairs to pads)
£200-300
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216.
Watkins, a good Strunz teddy bear,
circa 1910, with white mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt pads,
hump and side squeaker --16½in. (42cm.)
high, (some thinning and general wear, repairs
to foot pads and pink stain to leg)
£300-500
217.
Adolpho, a Strunz teddy bear, circa
1908, with blonde mohair, black boot button
eyes, wonky pronounced muzzle with black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with ochre coloured felt pads,
hump, inoperative growler, brown velvet
braced shorts, a light brown cotton smock and
‘I’m the Guy that put land in Maryland’ pin
--15½in. (39.5cm.) high, (some general wear
and thinning, tip of right hand pad repaired
and slight damage to two others)
£200-300

218.
Checkers, a Strunz teddy bear, circa
1909, with golden mohair, close set black
boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and five claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt pads,
inoperative squeaker, black and white checked
coat with horse shoe pin and a red heart
outline inked on chest --14½in. (37cm.) high,
(bald spots, general wear and thinning and
slight damage to pads)
£200-300
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219.
Marta or Martha, an early British
teddy bear, 1910s-1920s, with golden mohair,
replaced glass eyes, pronounced muzzle,
swivel head, jointed elongated limbs with
cloth pads, broad body, hump and inoperative
growler --20in. (51cm.) high, (bald left foot
and top of head, patched and other holes in
muzzle, some general wear and thinning)
£150-200

220.
Sir Hugh Fraser, an early teddy
bear, with golden mohair, large flat boot
button eyes, pronounced muzzle, restitched
black nose, swivel head, jointed elongated
limb with felt pads, hump and green velvet
jacket --25½in. (65cm.) high, (fragile, one hand
detached at wrist, tears and repairs to other
limbs one ear backed with felt, tears and
holes to muzzle, balding to face, general wear,
needs expert restoration to stabilise) - Dorothy
Helen Fraser was born in Madras in 1901,
taught of Sir Hugh and Lady Fraser, Director
of the bank of Madras and Sheriff of Madras.
At some stage during her time in India she
was given this bear and it went with Dorothy
for the rest of her life. The family returned to
England in 1921 and lived in Selwood House
Chiselhurst. Dorothy was sent to Sherborne
Girls College. In 1936 she married Frank Hay
Creasy and returned with him to Columbo
in what was then Ceylon. They returned and
retired to Exeter in 1952. Teddy was shipped
to South Africa in 1968 in the draw of a desk
on it’s way to Dorothy’s younger son Ronald
who was newly married. A very well travelled
teddy bear.
£150-200
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221.
Heinrich, a German teddy bear,
1920s, with blonde mohair, clear and black
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, restitched
black nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads, slight hump and
green knitted shorts with braces --16½in.
(42cm.) high, (balding, general wear and
thinning, darns to muzzle, hand pads
recovered and one foot pad repaired)
£80-120
222.
Big Ted, a rare very large Strunz
teddy bear, circa 1910, with blonde mohair,
black flat boot button eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose with grey felt
behind, mouth and five claws, hand finished
seam from ear to ear, swivel head, elongated
limbs with felt pads, card lined feet, hump
and inoperative growler - 38½in. (98cm.) high,
(balding to legs, other bald spots, general
wear, repairs mainly to foot pads and eyes
replaced); sold with two original photographs
of Big Ted and his owner in their Leigh-on-Sea
garden in 1924 and an album about Big Ted’s
history - Provenance - Big Ted was bought by
Captain George Frederick Jenkinson, possibly
in Germany, for his daughter Lydia Rose. Lydia
grew up in Leigh-on Sea in Essex and married
Eric Black. They moved to Tiverton in Devon
and had two daughters, Jenny and Janet, who
also played with him.
£800-1200

223.
Colonel Snout, a Strunz teddy bear,
circa 1910, with blonde mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced muzzle, restitched
black stitched nose, mouth and five claws,
swivel head, elongated limbs with card
lined feet, hump, inoperative growler and
whitework muslin jacket --22in. (56cm.) high,
(darned hole to top of muzzle, the darning
given a coating of glue, balding to torso and
arm, general wear and thinning, and pads
recovered)
£150-200

222
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English Teddy Bears
224.
Frazer, a rare Lefray standing teddy
bear, 1950s, with blonde mohair, orange
and black plastic eye, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, brown
velvet ear lining, swivel head, jointed arms,
solid body going down to wrinkly knees and
chunky feet with brown cloth pads, tail and
inoperative growler --20in. (51cm.) high,
(bald spots to face, some general wear and
thinning, slight damage to pads and needs a
light clean)
£200-300

225.
Oscar, a Chiltern type teddy bear,
1930s, with golden mohair, replaced clear and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with unusual beige painted
pads, slight hump and inoperative squeaker
21in. (53.5cm.) high, (slight general wear and
thinning)
£100-150
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226.
Fanny, a British teddy bear, 1920s,
with golden mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with brown ribbed cloth pads,
hump and inoperative voice --18in. (46cm.)
high, (bald spots, small holes in muzzle and
general wear)
£60-80
227.
Roderick, a British teddy bear, circa
1920, with golden mohair, clear and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
pin-jointed limbs with cloth pads and cork
stuffed --10½in. (26.5cm.) high, (bald spots
and wear, small repaired hole in leg)
£50-80

229.
Pops, a 1920s British teddy bear,
with blonde mohair, clear and black glass eyes
with pink painted backs, pronounced clipped
muzzle, browns stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs with yellow foot
pads only, hump and inoperative squeaker
--13½in. (34cm.) high, (balding to right leg,
bald spots to back of head and upper back,
some general wear and thinning, small moth
holes to feet)
£80-120
230.
Daniel, a 1920s-1930s teddy bear,
with blonde mohair, replaced boot button
eyes, pronounced muzzle, restitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs, hump and
recent duffel coat --17in. (43cm.) high, (very
worn, pads replaced and mainly re-stuffed)
£40-60
231.
Simon, a 1920s-1930s teddy bear,
probably British with blond mohair, replaced
brown and black glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle, replaced stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs with felt feet pads
and stitched claws and hump --16in. (40.5cm.)
high, (repaired tear to muzzle, some bald
spots, holes in feet pads repaired using glue
and general wear)
£50-80

228.
Wee Willie, a 1920s dressed teddy
bear, probably British with golden mohair
head, hands and feet, clear and black glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose
and mouth, fixed neck, pin-jointed limbs,
cloth body and limbs with felt pads and floral
printed shirt --13in. (33cm.) high, (probably
missing ear, now covered by conical hat, leg
limbs loose, holes in feet pads and general
wear)
£100-150

232.
With Love, a 1920s-1930s teddy
bear, probably British with light brown mohair,
clear and black glass eyes with remains of
brown painted backs, pronounce muzzle,
black stitched nose and claws, slotted-in ears,
swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth pads and
hump 20½in. (52cm.) high, (balding, general
wear and thinning, some slight damage to
pads)
£60-80
233.
Horatio, a 1920s-1930s teddy bear,
with cinnamon mohair, clear and black glass
eye with brown painted back, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth pads and
inoperative growler --23in. (58.5cm.) high,
(ears badly replaced, balding to body, pads
with glued on repairs and general wear)
£30-50
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234.
Algernon, a 1920-30s teddy bear,
with golden mohair, replaced plastic eyes,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
with felt pads and inoperative growler --25in.
(63.5cm.) high, (bald spots, general wear and
thinning)
£50-80

239

235.
Henry, a 1950s teddy bear, with
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
brown stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads --12½in. (32cm.)
high, (balding forehead, general wear and bald
spots, faded)
£30-50

236.
Googlie Eye, an unusual British
1940s teddy bear, with beige mohair head,
hands and flat feet, white, blue and black
opaque glass googlie eyes, pronounced
muzzle, brown stitched nose and mouth,
fixed neck and stuffed cloth unjointed body,
brown jumper, green felt waistcoat and green
wool trousers --14in. (35.5cm.) high, (holes in
jumper, some fading)
£80-120

239.
Gentleman Bing, a Bing teddy bear,
1920s, with brown mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with brown backs, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed elongated
limbs with felt pads, seam down back of leg,
hump and inoperative growler --20in. (51cm.)
long (a few small bald spots on back and
backs of legs, three pads with repairs, slight
restitching to nose, slight general wear and
fading)
£800-1000

237.
Gracie, a Jason Soft Toys teddy bear,
1950s, with golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads,
inoperative squeaker, lace shawl and cameo
brooch --13in. (33cm.) high, (small holes in
pads, small bald spot on front, slight wear and
fading)
£40-60
238.
Benita and Nancy, a pink mohair
1930s teddy bear, with clear and black glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, slotted-in ears, swivel head,
jointed limbs, slight hump, inoperative growler
and white cotton dress --21in. (53.5cm.) high,
(badly replaced Dralon arm, ear split to make
two and backed in Dralon, balding and wear);
and an unjointed teddy bear with brown plush
head, hands and feet, cloth body with green
striped trousers and knitted cardigan
£50-80
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240.
Fran Klausner, a German teddy
bear, 1920s, possibly Bing, with white mohair,
clear and black glass eyes with brown painted
backs, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs, seam down the back
of leg, hump, inoperative growler, velvet skirt
and white jersey jacket with ‘Frau Klausner’
ribbon on pin --15½in. (39.5cm.) high,
(replaced pads, bald spots, general wear and
thinning)
£200-300

241.
Bartholomew, an early Bing teddy
bear, circa 1910, with blonde mohair, black
boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle,
replaced black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed elongated limbs,
red and white tinplate ‘DRP DRGM’ label on
body under left arm and naval jacket --20½in.
(52cm.) high, (replaced pads, balding to top
of head and other areas, general wear and
thinning)
£300-400
242.
Tripple, a Bing Tripple Trapple
walking bear, circa 1910, with remains of
brown mohair, black boot button eyes, black
stitched nose and mouth, tinplate legs with
wheels and pull-along walking mechanism
--11½in. (29cm.) long (completely bald,
missing ears, damage and staining to leg
mohair)
£100-150
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244.
A Bing Caesar the King’s Dog Tripple
Trapple walker, circa 1910, with white
mohair, brown and black glass eyes, black
mohair ears, black stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head and original leather collar with
tinplate ‘Tripple Trapple’ label --9½in. (24cm.)
long (almost completely bald and slight wear,
small hole in right side) - Caesar was the loyal
and favourite dog of King Edward VII and
became famous on the death of the King in
1910, attended the funeral; when he walked
in the procession in prominence ahead of nine
kings and other heads of state
£150-200

243.
A Bing clockwork monkey on
tricycle, 1920s, with felt face, ears and hands,
brown and black glass eyes, brown mohair
head, white mohair chin, green and white felt
jacket with brass button, pink cotton trousers,
a tinplate tricycle with clockwork mechanism,
a large and two small red painted wheels and
red and black Bing Wercks tinplate label on
seam --10in. (25.5cm.) high, (possibly missing
seat)
£300-400

244
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245.
A Bing clockwork Tumbler Monkey,
1910s-1920s, with felt face, ears and hands,
brown and black glass eyes, brown mohair
head and limbs, white mohair chin, original
red felt jacket trimmed with yellow rick-rack,
white felt waistcoat with tin buttons and
blue cotton trousers --9½in. (24cm.) high,
(patched holes to all four hands, mechanism
temperamental)
£200-300

246.
Teddy Ody, a Bing teddy bear,
1920s, with blond mohair, replaced brown
and black eyes, pronounced muzzle, replaced
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt pads,
seam down back of leg, hump, inoperative
growler, grey and black tinplate button on arm
and grey knitted jumper --13½in. (34cm.) high,
(almost completely bald, hole in top of muzzle
and left wrist and hand pads recovered)
£150-200

247.
Bonhomie, a Bing teddy bear, from
the Cotswold Teddy Bear Museum, with
brown mohair, clear and black glass eyes
with brown backs, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs, seam down
back of leg, hump and inoperative growler
--16in. (40.5cm.) high, (bald areas and wear,
pads recovered, one ear half lose and top of
right arm seam open)-This bear was sold at
Bonhams auction for this museum in 1995
as lot 524; he was catalogued as a Steiff and
made £3000. He comes with his Bonhams tag
and original catalogue.
£300-400
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250.
Seaman Bing, a Bing teddy bear,
1920s, with blonde mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with light brown backs, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt
pads, hump, inoperative growler and recent
sailor’s jacket --18in. (45.5cm.) high, (holes
to hand pads, one patched, slight holes to
feet pads, slight general wear and a few nose
stitchings replaced)
£800-1000

248.
Joshua, a German teddy bear, 19101920, probably Bing, with golden mohair,
black boot button eyes, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs, seam down back of
leg, hump and inoperative squeaker --14½in.
(37cm.) high, (replaced pads, some general
wear and thinning)
£200-300

253.
Brugleman, a Bing teddy bear,
1920s, with brown mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with brown backs, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed elongated
limbs with felt pads and seams down back of
legs, hump, inoperative growler and green
knitted vest --15in. (38cm.) high, (a few bald
spots, general thinning, wear and fading,
slight damage to pads)
£250-350
251.
Bernhard, a Bing teddy bear, circa
1915, known as a sentry bear with brown
mohair, clear and black glass eyes with brown
painted backs, very pronounced muzzle,
remains of black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed elongated limbs,
seam down back of leg with felt pads, the feet
pads coming to a point at the back, hump and
inoperative growler --12½in. (31.5cm.) high,
(very worn and balding, holes to pads and
front seam re-sewn)
£150-200

249.
Rattle, an early Bing teddy bear,
circa 1909, with blonde mohair, black boot
button eyes, replaced black stitched nose and
mouth, remains of black stitched claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs, hump, large
inoperative tilt growler and recent military
jacket --14½in. (37cm.) high, (patched hole to
top of muzzle and hands, general wear and
thinning and pads recovered)
£150-200
250
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252.
Herr Ratselhaft, a Bing teddy bear,
1920s, with golden mohair, replaced glass
eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with felt pads and
seam down back of leg, hump and inoperative
growler --24in. (61cm.) high, (large patched
hole to right arm, glued patches to muzzle,
bald spots, general thinning and wear,
replaced muzzle stitching, fraying hole to top
of left arm and some damage to pads)
£250-350

254.
Munro, a Bing teddy bear, 1920s,
with blonde mohair, clear and black glass
eyes with brown backs, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed elongated limbs with felt
pads, hump and inoperative growler --11½in.
(29cm.) high, (tear to lower front body with
bald area around, slight general wear and
thinning, slight damage to three pads)
£200-300
255.
Dinky, a small early German teddy
bear, circa 1910, with blonde mohair, black
boot button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with replaced
felt pads and hump --9½in. (24cm.) high,
(some general wearing and thinning, arms restuffed)
£200-300
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260.
A fine Dean’s Rag Book Co Ltd
Minnie Mouse, 1930s, with stiffened white
felt mask face, oil cloth eyes, open mouth
with pink velvet lining, black felt ears, black
velvet body with integral white cotton lace
trimmed knickers, yellow velvet four fingered
hands and shoes, red with white spots cotton
skirt, yellow felt hat trimmed with two green
flowers, wired armature and metal button at
waist --11½in. (29cm.) high,
£200-300

255

258.
Oliver, a good quality German teddy
bear, circa 1910, with golden mohair, black
boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with felt pads, hump
and inoperative squeaker --18½in. (47cm.)
high, (bald spot near right ear, a few other
small bald dots and slight general wear)
£300-400

Dean’s Rag Book Company

256.
Karin, a rare orange mohair Bing
teddy bear, 1920s, with clear and black glass
eyes with brown backs, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed elongated limbs with
felt pads and seam down back of leg, hump,
growler and pink striped pyjamas --19½in.
(49.5cm.) high, (holes in muzzle, left wrist and
ears, very bald arms and other balding, wear
and thinning, other damage and three pads
recovered)
£200-300

257.
Albert, a German teddy bear,
1910s-1920s, possibly Bing, with apricot
mohair, replaced orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced muzzle, replaced black stitching,
swivel head, jointed elongated limb with
felt pads and seam down back of leg, hump
and inoperative growler --16in. (40.5cm.)
high, (replaced end of muzzle, patch to right
hand, general wear and thinning, three pads
recovered)
£200-300
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261.
A British Pip the Dog and Wilfred
Rabbit, probably Farnell, Pip of black mohair
with white mohair muzzle and paws, clear and
back glass eyes, swivel head and jointed limbs
--9in. (23cm.) high, (balding and wear); and
a Wilfred of blonde and white mohair (slight
wear); and a Dean’s Rag Book Co Penguin,
possibly Walt Disney’s Peculiar Penguin from
1934, black and white mohair with velvet
parts and metal button (mohair completely
bald)
£100-150

259.
A Dean’s Rag Book Co Ltd Dismal
Desmond, 1920s, black printed white brushed
cotton, linen eyes, pink velvet tongue, seated,
printed makers detail at neck and pink felt
ribbon --10½in. (26.5cm.) high, (fading, some
wear and dirty)
£80-100

262.
Arbuthnot, a Dean’s Rag Book Co
Ltd mouse-eared teddy bear, 1930s-1950s,
with golden mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with felt pads, hump,
inoperative voice, printed label on foot and
recent dress --16in. (40.5cm.) high, (thinning,
some balding, fading to front, general wear,
slight nibbles to pads)
£80-100
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263.
Maisie Mouse, a Dean’s Rag Book
Co Ltd mouse-eared teddy bear, 1930-50s,
with light golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads, hump, inoperative
voice and recent dress with hat --14½in.
(37cm.) high, (some balding, general wear and
thinning)
£80-100
264.
Dainty, an artificial silk plush teddy
bear, with golden plush, clear and black glass
eyes with remains of brown painted backs,
inset shorter plush pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
limbs with cloth pads, inoperative growler
and metal Dean’s Rag Book button in ear
--13in. (33cm.) high, (balding to face and toes,
general wear and thinning); this bear although
has some similarities to the Dean’s early 20th
century artificial silk plush bear, theirs is of a
much superior quality, this bear is likely to be
a German artsilk bear with an added Dean’s
button
£80-100
265.
Mickey, a Dean’s Rag Book Co Ltd
Mickey Mouse, circa 1928, of black and white
velvet, boot button eyes, printed features,
black felt ears, white felt hands, yellow felt
shoes with leather shoes and wire armature
--7½in. (19cm.) high, (missing shorts, one shoe
soles loose, loss of pile around right arm and
discoloured face)
£30-50

266.
Edward, a Dean’s Rag Book Co
Ltd blue mohair pram toy teddy bear,
1930s-1940s, with clear and black glass eyes,
restitched black nose and mouth, unjointed
body with felt pads, inoperative squeaker
and white and blue printed label on left foot
pad --14in. (35.5cm.) high, (a few small bald
spots, general wear and thinning and fading)
- this actual bear is featured in the ‘Dean’s
of Yesterday’ by Neil Miller, page 133 and
comes with a 1st edition copy of the book.
He is from the “Barbara & Neil Miller Private
Collection” and also comes with a Certificate
of Authenticity
£70-100
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267.
Mr Dean, a Dean’s Rag Book Co Ltd
Golly, late 1930s, with black cloth face with
raised nose area, black mohair wig, red felt
mouth, replaced glass eyes, yellow and red
velvet integral clothes, white velvet shoes,
blue felt tail coat and green and white printed
label in neck seam --17½in. (44.5cm.) high,
(holes in back of jacket, wear to yellow velvet,
damage to right shoe and other wear)
£30-40
268.
Blackie, a rare Dean’s Rag Book Co
Ltd Tru-to-Life black bear, circa 1956, with
black mohair, clear and black glass eyes with
brown painted backs, moulded rubber face
with exposed rubber nose and mouth, white
mohair muzzle, fixed neck, internal arm joints,
hinged legs and rubber paws with claws
--21in. (53cm.) high, (tip of muzzle missing
white mohair, balding to edge of inside feet
and slight general wear)
£800-1200

269.
Blondie, a rare Dean’s Rag Book Co
Ltd Tru-to-Life golden bear, circa 1955, with
golden mohair, brown and black plastic eyes,
moulded rubber face with exposed rubber
nose and mouth, fixed neck, internal arm
jointed, hinged legs, rubber paws with claws
and red plastic collar --21in. (53cm.) high,
(missing feet and heel of left hand, some
balding to arms and edges of wrinkles on face,
some general wear and thinning)
£300-400

German Teddy Bears

270.
Boots, an early German teddy bear,
1910-1920, with blonde mohair, black boot
button eyes, small pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads, hump, inoperative
growler and recent sailor’s jacket --19½in.
(49.5cm.) high, (small bald spot to temple,
some damage to pads and slight general wear)
£150-200

271.
Bonnie Burlap, an early German
teddy bear, circa 1910, with brown burlap
plush, black boot button eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads, hump, large
inoperative growler and paste button sewn to
chest --11¼in. (28.5cm.) high, (some wear and
pads damaged)
£80-100
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275.
Helmut, a 1920s teddy bear, with
blonde mohair, boot button eyes, pronounced
muzzle, replaced black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
cloth pads and card lined feet, hump and
inoperative squeaker --17½in. (44.5cm.) high,
(glued patch to right ankle and right elbow,
bald feet, front and face, general wear and
thinning and small darn to muzzle)
£60-80

272.
Quizzical, an early German teddy
bear, 1910s-1920s, with blonde mohair, black
boot button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with felt pads, hump and
inoperative squeaker --13in. (33cm.) high,
(slight wear and thinning, muzzle a little
discoloured)
£200-300

280.
Jopus, a German teddy bear, 1930s,
with golden mohair, clear and black glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle, restitched black
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads, slight hump, growler and
modern floral dress --16½in. (42cm.) high,
(balding to head, general wear and thinning)
£40-60
281.
Kamerad Klaus, a German teddy
bear, 1930s, with golden mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with remains of brown
painted backs, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads and inoperative
growler --21in. (53.5cm.) high, (haircut to
forehead, slight general wear and head
stitched in place)
£60-80
282.
Boris, a Hermann type teddy bear,
1950s, with long brown frosted mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, inset short plush
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with
replaced pads and inoperative growler --22in.
(56cm.) high, (thinning and some general
wear, fading)
£40-60

276.
Seb, a small German teddy bear,
1910s-1920s, with blonde mohair, black boot
button eyes, small muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws going slightly onto
pads, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt
pads, hump and inoperative squeaker --10
¼in. (26cm.) high, (thinning to top of head and
general thinning and wear, pads damaged)
£70-100

273.
Squint, a German teddy bear,
1910s-1920s, with blonde mohair, closely set
black boot button eyes, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads, long
body with hump and inoperative growler
--21in. (53.5cm.) high, (thinning to forehead
and right arm, some general wear)
£150-200
274.
Egbert, a German teddy bear,
1920s-1930s, with golden mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle with
black stitched nose and mouth, slotted-in
ears, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads
and inoperative growler --19½in. (49.5cm.)
high, (some small bald spots, general wear,
thinning and fading and pads recovered)
£50-80
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277.
Bartholomew, a German teddy bear,
1930s, with golden mohair, replaced orange
and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle,
replaced black stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs and mint coloured
knitted cardigan --23in. (58.5cm.) high,
(replaced pads, bald spots, glued repair to side
of muzzle and general wear)
£30-50
278.
Chrysalis, a German teddy bear,
1920s, with golden mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
with felt pads, hump and knitted dress --19in.
(48cm.) high, (ears replaced, balding to back,
wear and thinning, wear and damage to pads)
- this bear came to the museum completely
enclosed in hessian with eyes and nose sewn
on the outside, underneath was this beautiful
bear.
£40-60

283.
Pursey, a German teddy bear purse,
1920s, with golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle with black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
limbs, inoperative squeaker and back with
metal framed purse opening and chain handle
--10in. (25.5cm.) high, (replaced pads, bald
spots, general wear and thinning)
£200-300
284

279.
Fortune, a German teddy bear,
1920s-1930s, with golden mohair, replaced
boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle,
replaced black stitching, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads, hump, inoperative
growler and green scarf --19½in. (49.5cm.)
high, (very worn, patched hole to cheek and
muzzle)
£30-50
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284.
Mr Tongue, a rare mechanical Impex
teddy bear, 1950s, with golden mohair, hand
painted rubber face, when tummy squeezed
causes the bears eyes to go to the side and
his tinplate tongue to protrude from tinplate
teeth, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt
pads and original ribbon --7½in. (19cm.) high,
(rubber face dry and brittle, nose crumpled
and lower jaw cracked due to tongue pushing
against it)
£150-200
285.
Girter, a Hermann-type teddy bear,
1950s, with golden mohair --17in. (43cm.)
high,; ‘Bruno’ a brown synthetic Hermanntype teddy bear; and a Hermann monkey with
original swing tag
£50-80
286.
Urchin, a 1930s German teddy bear,
with long golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
with felt pads, light hump, inoperative growler
and diamanté collar --19¾in. (50cm.) high,
(bald areas and general wear and thinning)
£50-80

287.
Go Boy, a rare Craemer & Co teddy
bear on go-cart, 1950s, with golden artificial
silk plush, orange and black glass eyes, black
stitched nose and mouth, slotted-in ear,
fixed neck, pin-jointed limbs, seated on blue
painted wooden go-cart with red wooden
wheels, when pull-along the bear rocks
backwards and forwards --9in. (23cm.) long
(slight wear) - see page 38 of the Cieslik’s
German Teddy Bear Encyclopaedia
£150-200

288
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288.
Portia, a German teddy bear, 1930s,
with golden mohair, clear and black glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with replaced cloth pads, inoperative
growler and white cotton dress --20in. (51cm.)
high, (slight wear and thinning); and a recent
painting by Alix Boyd of Portia, framed and
glazed
£80-100
289.
Petula, a small Petz teddy bear,
1950s, with golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads, inoperative squeaker and
white and red button on chest --9in. (23cm.)
high, (three pads replaced, a few bald spots
and general wear)
£60-80

293.
Hugo, a Hugo Koch teddy baby,
1960s, with white mohair, red and black glass
eyes, short mohair muzzle with open felt
mouth and black stitched nose, some black
airbrushing, swivel head, jointed limbs with
felt pads, original ribbon and black and gold
swing tag --11½in. (29cm.) high, (dusty); this
bear was sold by Bonhams on the 1st March
1995 as part of the Cotswold Teddy Bear
Museum; and this actual bear appears on
page 117 of The Teddy Bear Encyclopaedia,
sold with the Bonhams lot tag and retail tags
for Teddy Bears of Witney
£70-100

290.
Richard, a large Diem teddy bear,
1950s, with beige mohair, clear and black
glass eyes, pronounced inset short mohair
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with short mohair
pads, growler and reproduction card tag
--24½in. (62cm.) high, (very slight wear and
thinning)
£100-150
291.
Dani, a Diem teddy bear, 1950s,
with golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes
with remains of pink backs, pronounced inset
short mohair muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
with mohair pads and inoperative growler
--14in. (35.5cm.) high, (bald areas, hole in left
cheek and general wear)
£30-40
292.
Dietrich, a Diem teddy bear, 1950s,
with blonde mohair, clear and black glass eyes
with pink painted backs, inset short mohair
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with short mohair
pads, inoperative growler and cream wool
cardigan --16½in. (42cm.) high, (some wear
and thinning)
£40-60

294.
Blondie, a Rudolph Haas musical
teddy bear, 1930s, with blonde mohair,
clear and black glass eyes with brown backs,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose with nostrils and mouth, closely set ears,
swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth pads,
slight hump and pressure operated musical
mechanism --16 ¼in. (bald back of head,
general wear and thinning and holes to pads)
£150-200
295.
Prof Ted Toggle, a German teddy
bear, 1920s, with golden mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle,
black restitched nose and mouth, slotted-in
ears, swivel head, jointed limbs, elongated
body, hump and inoperative growler --23in.
(58.5cm.) high, (replaced pads and some
general wear)
£70-100
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Chad Valley Teddy Bears

296.
Izzie, a Chad Valley ISA terrier dog,
1920s, with white mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with remains of brown painted
backs, black mohair ears, black stitched
nose and mouth, springs in legs, inoperative
growler and original cloth collar with metal
rimmed celluloid button --20½in. (52cm.) long
not including tail (pads replaced and very
slight thinning)
£150-200

302.
Timi, a Chad Valley Smiler teddy
bear, 1920s with light golden mohair, replaced
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
triangular nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with cloth pads and
inoperative growler --18½in. (47cm.) high,
(balding and wear)
£60-80

299.
Mr Smiles, a Chad Valley Smiler
teddy bear, 1920s, with rare brown mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, light brown stitched triangular
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with black cloth pads and inoperative
squeaker --18in. (45.5cm.) high, (home
recovered pads, slight wear and fading)
£200-300
300.
Ruby, an early Chad Valley teddy
bear, 1915-1920, with blonde mohair,
replaced orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs, hump, inoperative squeaker, solidly
stuffed with cork and pink cotton dress --20in.
(51cm.) high, (muzzle mostly patched, patched
hole in arm, general wear and thinning,
replaced pads)
£40-60

303.
Barnacle Bill, a Chad Valley teddy
bear, late 1920s, with golden mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth pads
and card lined feet, rounded hump, squeaker,
celluloid covered pale blue button and blue
knitted jump --23in. (58.5cm.) high, (balding to
legs, other balding areas, wear and thinning)
£80-100

297.
Spring Dog, an ISA Animated
Toys spaniel dog, 1920s, with white and
black mohair, clear, black and opaque white
elliptical eyes, black stitched nose and mouth,
springs in legs, large oval metal label on
underside and red leather collar and lead
--15½in. (39.5cm.) high, (a few small bald
spots and slight general wear)
£150-200
298.
Ermintrude, an early Chad Valley
teddy bear, 1915-1920, with blonde mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, remains of black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs, slight rounded hump, inoperative
squeaker, solidly stuffed with cork and a white
cotton robe --15½in. (39.5cm.) high, (bald
spots to top of head, pads and nose stitching
replaced, slight general wear)
£100-150
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301.
Wells, an early Chad Valley teddy
bear, circa 1920, with blonde mohair, clear
and black oily glass eyes with brown painted
backs, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs, hump and replaced growler
--21in. (53cm.) high, (large and small patch to
muzzle, pads replaced, one ear split to make
two, new face stitching and pads, balding and
general wear)
£200-300

304.
Mr Chips, an early Chad Valley
teddy bear, 1915-1920, with golden mohair,
‘moon eyed’ clear and black glass eyes with
orange painted backs, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth pads,
inoperative growler, hump, solidly stuffed
with cork and a flannelette nightdress --19in.
(48cm.) high, (balding to face and hips, feet
pads replaced and other thinning and wear)
£100-150
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313.
Tom, a Chad Valley Magna teddy
bear, 1930s, with golden mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with remains of brown
painted backs, pronounced muzzle, black
horizontally stitched nose and mouth, swivel
head, jointed limbs with brown cloth pads
and green and white woven Harborne label
--21in. (53cm.) high, (two small repaired holes
in back, general wear and thinning and label
stained)
£80-120

305.
Red, a Chad Valley red artificial silk
plush teddy bear, 1930s, with orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with card lined feet,
woven red and white label and inoperative
squeaker --15½in. (39.5cm.) high, (a few small
bald spots to face, slight general wear and
pads replaced, label sewn back onto new pad)
£400-500
306.
Bea, a Chad Valley teddy bear,
1930s, with golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads, slight rounded
hump, inoperative squeaker, red and white
woven label and celluloid covered button
--20½in. (52cm.) high, (balding, general wear,
hand pads recovered and some damage to
foot pads)
£60-80

309.
Maggie May, a Chad Valley Magna
teddy bear, 1930s, with golden mohair,
replaced orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched horizontal
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with replaced pads, slight rounded
hump, growler, green and white woven
Harborne label and white cotton dress --22in.
(56cm.) high, (pads replaced, label re-sewn to
outside and slight generally wear)
£80-120

314.
Vera B, a Chad Valley teddy bear,
1940s, with golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
with brown cloth pads and small printed label
on foot --19in. (48.5cm.) high, (some general
wear, thinning and fading, neat darning to
pads and label faded)
£40-60

310.
JN, a Chad Valley for Peacock
Stores teddy bear, 1930s, with golden
mohair, replaced orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced muzzle, replaced black stitching,
swivel head, jointed limbs, red and white
woven label re-sewn to pad and antique
whitework jacket --28in. (71cm.) high, (almost
completely bald, darns to muzzle and pads
replaced)
£40-60

307.
Chadwick, a small Chad Valley teddy
bear, 1930s, with golden mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads, celluloid covered
button and nightdress --12½in. (32cm.)
high, (balding and wear, pads damaged and
repaired)
£30-50

315.
Clown, a Chad Valley clown teddy
bear, 1930s, with cream wool plush, replaced
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle, pink stitched nose and mouth, brown
wool plush ears, swivel head, jointed limbs,
brown wool pom-poms on front and blue
and white woven label on inside leg --14in.
(35.5cm.) high, (replaced pads, a few small
bald spots, some general wear and thinning)
£70-100

316

308.
Bertie, a Chad Valley Magna teddy
bear, 1930s, with golden mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched horizontal nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with brown cloth
pads, slight rounded hump, inoperative
squeaker and green and white woven
Harborne label --21½in. (54.5cm.) high, (slight
wear and thinning, a few small bald spots)
£150-200
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311.
Maggie, a Chad Valley Magna teddy
bear, 1930s, with golden mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched horizontal nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with brown
cloth pads, slight rounded hump, inoperative
squeaker and green and white woven
Harborne label --21in. (53cm.) high, (very
slight wear and thinning)
£150-200
312.
Tobias, a Chad Valley Magna teddy
bear, 1930s, with golden mohair, replaced
orange and black glass eyes, replaced black
stitching, swivel head, jointed limbs and
cream knitted cardigan --21in. (53.5cm.) high,
(balding and wear, pads recovered)
£50-80
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316.
Andy and Teddy, a Chad Valley
teddy bear, 1950s, with golden mohair
mixed plush, orange and black plastic eyes,
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with brown pads, inoperative
squeaker, original ribbon and rare card swing
tag --12½in. (32cm.) high,; a printed cloth
Andy Pandy, probably Chad Valley (fading) and
an Andy Pandy child’s leatherette pouffe, the
top stencilled with Andy Pandy, Looby-Lou and
Teddy --7½in. (19cm.) high, (slight wear)
£100-120
317.
Theodore, a Chad Valley teddy bear,
1950s, with golden mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with pink painted backs, black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
limbs with brown felt pads, slight rounded
hump and printed label on foot --22in. (56cm.)
high, (eyes possibly replaced, some black
stitching replaced, thinning to face, some
general wear and thinning, slight damage to
pads)
£50-80
318.
Teddy, a Chad Valley Chubby teddy
bear, 1950s, with light brown and cream
wool plush, orange and black glass eyes, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with oil-cloth pads, inoperative
squeaker and Queen Mother label on foot
--15in. (38cm.) high, (some wear and thinning,
balding strip around top edge of muzzle, pad
torn around label)
£50-80

320.
Red Eye, a Chad Valley Musical
Toys teddy bear, 1960s, with yellow and red
artificial silk plush, blue and black plastic eyes,
black stitched nose and mouth, unjointed,
internal chimes, label in side seam and rare
circular card label --12½in. (32cm.) high,
£60-80
321.
Dottie, a Chad Valley teddy bear,
1940s, with cream wool plush, orange and
black glass eyes, small clipped muzzle, pink
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
limbs, inoperative squeaker, blue and white
woven label and by Appointment to The
Queen square label --12½in. (32cm.) high,
(pads replaced, label re-sewn on top of pads)
£50-80

322.
Two Chad Valley Topsy-Turvy
dolls, 1950s, one with an unusual artificial
silk teddy bear head on one end, the other
a blonde haired girl with printed dresses
and seam label --10in. (25.5cm.) high,; and
another similar with brown velvet girl and
blonde haired girl with printed dresses with
seam label
£100-150

324.
Norman, a Chad Valley Magna teddy
bear, 1930s, with golden mohair, replaced
orange and black glass eyes, replaced black
stitching, swivel head, jointed limbs with
brown felt pads, inoperative squeaker and
green and white woven Harborne label --16in.
(40.5cm.) high, (balding and wear, washed and
slight damage to pads)
£40-50
325.
Witcham, a Chad Valley teddy bear,
1930s, with golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads and card lined
feet, slight rounded hump, celluloid covered
blue button in ear and inoperative squeaker
--14½in. (37cm.) high, (a few small bald spots,
damage and repairs to pads and one eye
cracked)
£60-80

326.
Chuggy, a Chad Valley teddy bear,
1930s, with blonde mohair, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched bulbous nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs,
inoperative squeaker and blue celluloid
covered button in ear --19in. (48cm.) high,
(some balding areas, wear and pads missing)
£60-80
327

319.
Toffee, a Chad Valley Toffee teddy
bear, 1950s, with light brown mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with
oil-cloth pads, printed Queen Mother label
on foot, squeaker, red knitted bobble hat and
scarf --9in. (23cm.) high, (balding and general
wear)
£50-80
320
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323.
Horace, an early Chad Valley teddy
bear, 1915-1920, with golden mohair, clear
and black oily glass eyes with brown painted
backs, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with cloth pads and card lined
feet, solidly cork stuffed, rare pink map of
England button and knitted green jumper
--18in. (46cm.) high, (balding to upper back
and front, general wear and thinning, three
pads replaced and some black stitching
replaced)
£100-150
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327.
Edgar, an interesting early British
teddy bear, 1915-1920, with golden mohair,
clear and black glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth, five foot
claws and hand claws on pads, side placed
ears, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt
pads, hump, internal rattle and interesting
cloth label in neck seam ‘British Made’ --15in.
(38cm.) high, (balding areas, general wear and
thinning, label overwritten in pen and glued
repairs to pads)
£100-150

329.
Whimsy, an early Steiff teddy bear,
circa 1908, with dark blonde mohair, black
boot button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt pads,
hump, inoperative squeaker and small FF
underscored button --13in. (33cm.) high,
(replaced hand pads, small hole patched to tip
of muzzle, repaired holes to feet pads, small
bald spots and general wear)
£300-500

Steiff Teddy Bears
331.
Penchant, a 1920s Steiff teddy
bear, with white mohair, pronounced muzzle,
brown backed glass eyes, brown stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, jointed elongated
limbs, hump and FF underscored button;
with pink and white striped jacket with
an H on pocket, a ‘Hold Me Tight’ pin and
knitted trousers --20in. (51cm.) high, (overall
balding, holes to muzzle, pads recovered, claw
stitching replaced and one eye replaced)
£400-600

328.
Goldie, an early Steiff teddy bear,
with blank button, circa 1905, with apricot
golden mohair, boot button eyes, pronounced
muzzle, replaced black stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, elongated limbs, remains
of probably 5 stitched claws, hump and
inoperative squeaker --15½in. (39.5cm.) high,
(pads replaced, balding to head and front,
general wear, fading to front and repaired
patch to tip of muzzle)
£600-800

330.
Ambrose, an early Steiff teddy bear,
circa 1907, with golden mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt pads,
soft stuffed and inoperative squeaker --12in.
(30.5cm.) high, (bald top of head, some
general wear and thinning and slight moth
damage to one pad)
£400-600

329

332.
Muffin, an early Steiff teddy bear,
circa 1908, with golden mohair, black boot
button eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed elongated limbs,
hump, part soft stuffed and inoperative
squeaker --12½in. (32cm.) high, (pads
replaced, thinning to mohair)
£400-600
333
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333.
Beatrice, a Steiff teddy bear, circa
1912, with golden mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced muzzle, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with felt pads, hump,
inoperative growler and blue velvet jacket
--18in. (45.5cm.) high, (balding, darning to
muzzle, repairs to limbs, hand pads patched
and black stitching replaced)
£300-400

334.
Gustav, an early Steiff teddy bear,
circa 1909, with golden mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs, hump and
inoperative growler --16in. (41cm.) high,
(small hole to tip of muzzle, pads recovered,
thinning and general wear) - purchased from
Special Auction Services in December 2016,
lot 151
£600-800

338.
An early felt and velvet schoolboy
doll, probably English with velvet head,
stitched features with bead eyes, felt beige
tail coat and blue trousers with white buttons,
blue felt cap and oilcloth shoes, jointed at
shoulders and hips with external joints and
cork stuffed,circa 1910 --11in. (28cm.) high,
(hole to front of one shoe)
£100-150

336.
Andy, a Steiff teddy bear, circa
1920, with golden mohair, brown backed
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump and
inoperative growler --17in. (43cm.) high,
(hand pads replaced, slight general wear and
thinning, small tear to right arm and feet pads
with moth holes, a few with glued patches)
£500-800

339.
Alfons, an interesting 1920s Steiff
teddy bear, with provenance, with golden
mohair, larger than usual brown backed glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs, hump, inoperative growler
and FF underscored button --18in. (46cm.)
high, (general wear and thinning, bald spots
and pads recovered); sold with a modern
photographic print of a boy and younger girl
holding this bear and a 1996 invoice from
Teddy Bears of Witney when this bear was
purchased.
£700-1000

337.
A rare and fine Steiff Record Teddy,
circa 1915, with blonde mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with felt pads, the legs
bent at the knee, FF underscored button with
remains of white tag behind, on metal framed
cart with squeaker and eccentric wooden
wheels stamped STEIFF --10½in. (27cm.) high,
(excellent condition)
£1500-2000
335.
Sleepy, an early Steiff teddy bear
and trunk, with golden mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs, FF underscored
button and night gown, circa 1910 --10in.
(25.5cm.) high, (balding and general wear,
pads recovered); and a late 19th century doll’s
trunk with some associated accessories
£300-400
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340.
Brown Boy, a1920s Steiff teddy
bear, with brown mohair, brown backed
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump,
inoperative squeaker and school tie --13
¼in. (33.5cm.) high, (some slight wear, small
holes to pads and hole where button has
been removed) - this bear was sold by Special
Auction Services in June 2017, lot 82
£500-800
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344.
Ludvig, a 1950s Steiff teddy bear,
with beige mohair, replaced glass eyes,
pronounced muzzle, brown stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
with felt pads, hump, growler and script
button with worn yellow cloth tag --13in.
(33cm.) high, (patches to three pads, slight
general wear and thinning)
£100-150

341.
Bruin, a rare and fine 1940s Steiff teddy bear, with blank button, with brown mohair,
brown backed glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with felt pads, rounded hump, large inoperative squeaker and rare blank
button --12in. (30.5cm.) high, (excellent condition)
£600-800

342
345.
Kaptain Boot, a 1950s Steiff teddy
bear, with golden mohair, brown backed glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
with felt pads, slight hump and sailor’s jacket
--16½in. (42cm.) high, (holes to muzzle, cheek
and chest, balding and wear, pads damaged)
£50-80
346.
Ruskin, a rare Steiff teddy bear, with
head movement, with beige mohair, brown
backed glass eyes, brown stitched nose,
mouth and claws, tail-operated rotating head
mechanism, cream mohair front, jointed limbs
with felt pads --10in. (25.5cm.) high, (slight
wear) - this bear was made only in 1955-1956
in 7 and 10 inches, 3539 examples were made
during this time
£600-800
342.
Hans, a 1920s Steiff teddy bear,
with golden mohair, brown backed glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump,
inoperative growler and FF underscored
button --16in. (40.5cm.) high, (slight balding,
general wear and thinning, pads with moth
holes to edges)
£500-800
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343.
Colonel, a Steiff 1920s teddy
bear, with golden mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump,
inoperative growler and FF underscored
button --16in. (40.5cm.) high, (eyes probably
replacing glass, some wear and general
thinning, small hole to top of muzzle, nose
stitching replaced, three pads patched)
£500-800
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Photographica
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Grandm’s Teddy Bears
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Valuations Monday - Saturday 10:00-13:00
Please call to book an appointment via
Zoom, WhatsApp or Facetime
Now open six days a week for valuations
To make an appointment please call us on
01635 580595
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ABBREVIATED TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Please ensure you view the Full Terms & Conditions on our website
Specialist Auctions Ltd Trading as Special Auction Services referred to as The Auctioneer and to include any person
acting upon his authority. In these Terms of Sale the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to you as the Buyer. The words “we”,
“us”, etc. refer to the Auctioneer. English Law shall govern all transactions associated with this sale.
Conditions of Sale
Third Party Liability: All persons on the premises of, or at a venue hired or borrowed by the Auctioneers are there upon
their own risk. They shall have no claim against the Auctioneer in respect of any accident, injury or damage howsoever
caused.
Bidding procedures and the Buyer: You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us with any
requested proof of identity and billing information, in a form acceptable to us. You must also satisfy any security arrangements we have in place before entering the auction room to view or bid. We strongly recommend that you attend
the auction in person. You are responsible for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If you bid on a Lot, including by
telephone and online bidding, or by placing a commission bid, we assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot and
satisfied yourself regarding its condition and authenticity. The Purchase Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer
Price; b) a premium of 20% of the Hammer Price if bidding in the room; telephone bidding or leaving a commission bid
directly with SAS; and for all bidding online via SAS LIVE; and a premium of 25% will be charged for all bidding online via
the-saleroom.com c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; and d) any VAT due.
VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. We will
charge VAT at the current rate at the date of the auction. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways:
(*) indicates that VAT is payable by the buyer on the hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer’s premium.
VAT will be chargeable at the standard rate (presently 20%). This imposition of VAT is likely to be because the seller is
registered for VAT within the European Union and is not operating the Dealer’s Margin Scheme or because VAT is due at
20% on importation into the UK. (**) indicates that the lot has been imported from outside the European Union. [These
lots are liable to the standard rate of VAT (currently 20%); in certain circumstances these lots will incur a reduced rate of
VAT (5%) on the hammer price and buyer’s premium]. The rate will be clearly indicated. Lots which do not have either of
the above symbols have no VAT payable on the hammer price. This is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers’
Margin Scheme. The VAT included within the premium is not recoverable as input tax.
Payment: Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will pay to us the Total Amount Due within 7 days,
by cash (maximum £10,000), debit card or bank transfer. Following the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all
successful telephone, online and commission bidders via email or post. We will wherever possible include on the invoice
a charge for packing and shipping the lots purchased. Packing is undertaken in house and shipment is made by Courier or Royal Mail. Insurance cover on shipments is not automatically provided within this charge. We also reserve the
right to ask the buyer to complete a disclaimer regarding this service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you
will (at your own expense) pay for and personally collect or arrange your own courier to collect any Lots that you have
purchased. This must be undertaken no later than 7 days following the day of the auction. You may not claim or collect
a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for or collect the Lot within this time period, you will be responsible
for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot. Warranties: The Seller warrants to us
and to you that: the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true owner to offer and sell the
lot at auction; the Seller is able to transfer good and marketable title to the Lot to you free from any third party rights or
claims; and as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the Lot set out in the auction catalogue (as amended
by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at the auction) are correct. If, after you have
placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true, please notify us in writing. Neither we nor the Seller will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not
be responsible for any inaccuracies in the information provided by the Seller except as set out below.
Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of
the Lot (for which we are not liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of each Lot). Weights and measurements given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots before the auction. You (and any independent consultants acting on your behalf) must
satisfy yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any failure by you or your
consultants to properly inspect a Lot. Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date,
age, provenance, condition or estimated selling price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion
will be honestly and reasonably held and accept liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that
Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in perfect condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at
the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the condition of second hand Lots or for any
condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot in the auction catalogue (or in any
saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed. We will give indications of
provenance where stated by sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots that interest them
prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed materials and works are made at the risk of the purchaser. Subject to our
Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items.
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